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The University of Dayton
To the Alumni, Friends, and Citizens of Dayton, Ohio:

r

A

the special meeting of the Board of Trustees of St. Mary
College, held on the seventh day of July, Anno Domini
1920, the following resolution was introduced:

"Resolved, that the articles of incorporation of St. Mary College,
Society of Mary, Province of Cincinnati, be and the same are hereby
amended so that the name of said Corporation be changed from its
present name to 'The University of Dayton,' Society of Mary, Province of Cincinnati."
Said resolution was thereupon placed before the meeting and declared carried by the President. Thereupon a resolution was introduced and carried that the President and Secretary of this corporation,
file proper certificates of this amendment with the Secretary of State
of the Commonwealth of Ohio.
This was done and a copy of said certificate was filed with the
Secretary of State of Ohio, September 2, Anno Domini 1920.
The Board of Trustees of St. Mary College, consider the change
of name opportune and advisable:
1. To bring home to the City of Dayton, the work of premier
order accomplished during the last decade at the Dayton School, in
the domain of cultural and technical education.
2. To guarantee the further scope of work, that the school has
entered upon in the domain of Philosophy, Letters, and Social Sciences.
3. To do honor to the City of Dayton, which has always entertained a kindly interest in its principal school. ever since the founda-
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tion of St. Mary's in 1850, A. D. vVe entertain the fondest hopes that
the citizens of this progressive community will make permanent their
sympathetic attitude, by bringing to the young university, their further moral and material support.
JOSEPH A. TETZLAFF,
President.

Jerome, Saint and Scholar

-7

ROBERT VON KOEN·EL

N the thirtieth of. September our Holy Mother Church celebrated the fifteenth centenary of the death of St. Jerome,
priest and Doctor of the Church, one of the very greatest
lights, in the history of learning and Christian literature.
Through these long years his saintly name has been venerated in
Catholic circles, and respected outside the pale.
Looking back fifteen hundred years, we see a direct parallel to
the history of the present day. It is an opportune time to recall St.
Jerome, his life, his spirit, for the saint's career was set in a transition period. He witnessed the dying struggle of paganism against
Christianity. The new religion that gently and firmly attracted souls
into its bosom. He gazed upon the decay and the ruin of Rome, the
de~truction of this Queen of Cities, by the invading hordes of barbarians, We are living in troubled and disturbed times, a spirit of
unrest prevails in the economical, industrial, political and religious
world of today. A World War has just engrossed our attention. The
ruthless destruction of millions of lives still calls to heaven for vengeance. Similar with the barbarians of old we have the modern
Bolsheviki.
St. Jerome was born about the year 342 A. D. at Striden on the
border of Dalmatia and Pannonia in the midst of a semi-barbaric
population. His parents were wealthy Christians, and had nourished
him from childhood with the milk of Catholic doctrine. The young
Dalmatian began his schooling at Striden and at the age of eighteen
left for Rome, there to continue his studies. Here he became a disciple of the first professors of the metropolis and became master of
Latin and the Greek languages. It was the delight of his soul to collect a good library. His passion for books was unquenchable for at

0
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the cost of the most arduo us labor he copied them with his own hands,
and in that way acquired an extensive collection.
His piety was so great that often he interrupted his studies in
order to visit the basilicas of the saints, or to descend into the Catacombs. \Vhen an old man , he describ es these pilgrimages. "In my
youth when I was studying at Rome, it was my custom to visit on
Sunday s with some companions of my o wn age and taste s the tombs
of the marty rs and ap ostles."
In his youth Jerome witnessed the attempt made by the Emperor
Julian to restore paganism, and he saw also the ruthle ss failure in
which it resulted.
A vehem ent thirst for learning set him upon a tour through Gaul
where the Romans had erected several famous schools. After studying and traveling through t.h is country for a number of years, he returned to Rome resolved to giv e himself with his whole soul to study
and retirement. But complete solitude could only be found in some
distant country, so he set out for the East, pushed on to Antioch, and
then retired to a hideous desert between Syria and Arabia.
lt was in <such an abode of desolation that Jerome, wasted with
sickness, was fiercely assailed by many temptations. The unh oly
scenes of Roman life' now arose from ottt his sub-consciou sness. Truly ,
this was a hard battle, carried on as it was in the company of wild
beasts and scorpions. Yet, in this dreary den of penitential solitude
Jerome had to battle long and manfully with temptations against the
virtue of purity. It was during the period of severe trial that he began the study of Hebrew, and b ecame the pupil of a monk, a converted
Jew, to learn the Hebrew tongue. Shortly after, he passed into Palestine perfecting himself in the Hebrew language. He became a stu ·
dent at Constantinople and then returned .to Rome where he was detained by Pope Dama sus as his secretary.
A.fter the death of Pope Damasus o ur illustrious doc tor retired
to Palestine and journey:'.d through Egypt. On returning to the H oly
Land he made his abode in Bethlehem. Here, the noble lady Paula,
foll owing him from R ome, built a monastery for his di sciples, and
placed under his wis e directi on a convent of nun s, which she foun<le<l
and governed .
He defended the faith again st the vain Pelagius: and neYer spared
the hereti cs. Pelagius never forgave St. Jerome. This blind
and headstrong leader became so infuriated that he excited his followers to a high pitch against the holy doctor. A troop of ruffi a ns
plundered and burned his monastery, and the Saint only escaped th eir
fury by a timely flight .
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After this storm blew over, the grand old Doctor, veteran soldier
of Jesus Obrist, still continued his precious labors. He toiled on to
the last day a lover of God, of truth and of books.
Turning to Jerome's works we find in them, the writings of a man
inspired by the Holy Spirit. He was commissioned by Pope Damasus, to revise and correct the Latin versions of several books of
the Old Testament which this holy doctor executed to the great satisfaction of the whole church. He afterwards did the same with the
New Testament in producing the Vulgate edition.
His new translation of the books of the Old Testament, written in
Hebrew, made from that original text was a noble and difficult undertaking.
The scholar ascertained the geographical description of ancient
Palestine by correcting and enlarging Eusebius' book _on "The Holy
Places."
\Ve find the Saint at his best in his letters. Beneath his stern and
rough exterior, there beat a heart capable of affection. He loved God,
he loved souls, he loved his friends. An unalterable fidelity marked
all his life, the power and beauty of divine love held him captive. The
part love played in our Saint's career, the role his affectionate and
sympathizing heart acted may be easily culled from his correspondence. It is in consulting his letters that we become acquainted with
his secrets, the power and ardor of that warm and sensitive nature.
His boldness and manly vigor in defending the sacred cause of
truth did not fail to make many bitter enemies. "You are deceived,"
he would say, "if you think that a person can live without persecution. He suffers the greatest who lives under none."
Having manfully subdued himself, and triumphed over vice,
heresy, and ignorance, this illustrious Saint, who had used all his
splendid genius in promoting the glory of God passed from toils to
reward at the age of ninety-one, the thirtieth of September, 420 A. D.
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PAUL F. O'BRIE~

EEP wimpled perplexity sat heavy upon the dusky brow ot
Jasper Jesamine Bailey as he shuffled along Fair Street
late ()!1e Saturday evening, just after a lengthy and weighty
discussion ,vith his heart's desire, Matilda Barbara Jackson Jones. And a very unbecoming perplexity it was, too, for the
usual placid countenance of Jasper which brushed off most of the
trails and tribulations of this mundane existence as easy as water
rolled off his big broad oily back. The reason for the woe-begone
condition of the said Jasper was, that in the brief space of this same
evening there had been thrust upon him a problem which even to one,
of his philosophical and optimistic disposition, was little short of insuperable. For the gist of the connrsation with Matilda Barbara
had been an ultimatum on her part that if the sum of four ,hundred
doll,!rs was not forthcoming· by Monday the contract to unite in lawiui marriage was null and void.
"But Tilda, whas' a mattah with you gal. How you 'spect Ah
git foh hundred dollahs ?"
" Dat's yore worry. Ah sees foh hundred or the pahson sho'
lose a customer. No money- church is out."
\Vhich said, despite his painful protestations, she had gently but
firmly pushed him out and unceremoniously closed the door behind
him.
Now Jasper was a firm believer in Her Ladyship Luck. Furthermore he believed she was a good friend of his, despite the fact
that he was a most consistent loser in the game of "crap" which
weekly devoured his earnings. But four hundred dollars is a powerful lot of money especially to one of his rather prodigal disposition.
In fact it was more money than it had ever been his fortune in a
rather varied career to possess. For once he was rather dubious.
Matilda meant business, too. Actions speak louder than words and
that door as it slammed shut spoke of volumes. If he was to possess
the apple of his eye, the money would have to be forthcon'ling, but
just how, was as far from his consciousness as a hungry stranded
cotton-picker in a January blizzard from good old Birmingham. So
as he plodded along. deeper. darker fnrrows lined his forehead and grim
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visaged discomfort brooded over him. He was not a man ordinarily
to get excited over a curious parlor maid. The man, who was Ryan's
champion paver, drew a generous wage every Saturday "·hen he
worked; and had once been elevated to the highest pinnacle of fame,
hy having his picture in the Sunday paper, for la~·ing on one memorable clay twenty-five thou sa nd paving blocks: such a man was certain
to hav e more than his share of colorado-madero-complexioned admirers. He was used to it and in fact rather expected it, especially,
as, at the time he was surrounded by an admiring group of white •
folks watching him with lightning-like speed drop row on row nf
paving block accurately into place. No one but one, --;nmehow or
other, did not seem ordinary, and he lost no time in fixing things. On
further acquaintance he found her to he indeed a prize ,vorthy of a
man of hi s mettle. :-Jot only was she comely, with a sylph-like form.
a flashing smile and a wealth of kinky curls, but she possessed the
iar more attractive charms of a steady job and a substantial income,
for if there was a thing Jasper admired in women it was industry
and income-especially income. He allowed his interest to blossom
into devotion. He showered her with attentions. That these attentions 'vv~re but faintly re-echoed from Matilda did not disturb him in
th e least, in fact, it rather piqued him to new effects. Preceding
sweethearts had responded readily-too readily he thought and to
hav e one hold him at a distance hut added new fuel to the flames.
The event however, that roused him to the pitch of desire, which
made him believe his devotion had turned to 10\·e, was the discovery
that he had a rival-what's more a deadly dangerous rival. For one
evening as he was approaching the home to escort her to the camp
meeting, there had emerged from the shadow of her piazza the portly
form and rotund lugubrious countenance of Henry \\'adsworth Bosworth Brown, the manager, proprietor and sole owner of the Sunshine Pool and Billiard Emporium, also politician, super-gambler and
a power among the colored population. Quickly stepping into the
shadow of a tree, unseen, he watched with bulging eyes of astonishment the three hundred pounds of avoirdupois glide slO\dy past
him in the dark. As he gazed on the disappearing form of the plutocratic Henry \\'aclsworth. h e then and there came to the conclusion,
that, if in the face of such formidable opposition , he were to win the
hand of the lady in question , the one essential element involved in his
case was-speed! So the following Saturday night after he had taken
her to a "moyie," he followed it up with a gargantuan portion of ice
cream and escorted her safely home, he straight-way with all due formalities broached the subject of matrimony. He tried at first to he
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rather matter of fact in his presentation of the syllogisms, as to why
they should tread life's paths together. but somehow Matilda seemed
to lack the proper warmth and response. So he changed his tactics
to one of fervor. As he warmed to his subject, his tongue oiled up.
He waxed strong and he finished by pouring forth a flood of petition
that only Romeo could exceed in fervor. Matilda listened with folded
arms attentively to the end. When he had spent himself she clamped
her hands firmly upon her lips, fixed her gaze steadily upon him and
interrogated:
"So yo' desires to mahy me, does you:'"
"I'll say so, honey bunch. Yo' sho' is de gal for me."
"\\' ah!, Ah cain't say I is so 'thusiastic as you is bout dat. Fact
is Ah ain't 'thusiastic 'tall. Las' time dey pinned matrimohny on dis
gal dey sure pinned hawd luck on me t oo. No sah, Ah ain' studin'
'bout no matrimohny. Dis matter demand mah full 'sideration."
But Jasper was pers1stent and renewed his offers of devotion:
"An' Ah gives you mah word and honah to be true to you."
"Ah prefers cash. Dat last rapscallion Ah married shur gin me
plenty word and honah. Dat's 'bout all he did give. \Vord and
honah don' put no poke-chops inside dis gal. Mmm ! Baby! Dat
nigger laid me a hawd life."
In truth she had very good reasons to be pessimistic concerning
the connubial state. Some three years before while in the bloom of
her youth and inexperinced, there had come across her path Arthur
Penelope Jones. Arthur came from the aristocratic section of Chicago
known as Clark Street, as an employee of an asphalt paving· company and the self-announced world's greatest asphalt raker. By reason of his princely wage, his self-assurance. and metropolitan airs he
·had taken colored society by storm. ::VIatilda included. Awed by his
greatness and overwhelmed by his attentiot1s she succumbed completely. They were married and in happiness unalloyed she had been
transplanted to Chicago to live.
There after three months it slowly began to dawn upon her consciousness that greatness has its handicaps as well as its blessings,
for with the coming of winter no asphalt could be laid. It ill became a
man of his standing to work otherwise. so he sat around the stove all
winter and ate off the free lunch counters. Hence to Matilda was
presented the alternative of working or going hungry. She had
chosen the former in the capacity of floor scrubber in a downtown
office building. ·whereupon her husband, delighted to discover in his
wife such industry, refrained from work even in summer, and was
content to sit around basking in the brightness of his own glory.
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Matilda mildly protested and he knocked her down. When pay-day
arrived he never failed to abstract, by persuasion, if possible, by force
if necessary, her hard-earned wage . For over a year and a half she
endured this patiently till at last completely disillusioned the worm
had turned and she put the world's greatest asphalt raker in the hospital with a flatiron. Then followed three months in the house of
correction during which time kind fate obligingly cut her husband
off in a street fight. Now she had come back t o town, g ot a job in
the hotel and without good and suffrcient reasons was there, happy
to stay.
"No suhree ! Ah ain't pinin' foh no marriagh." But at the same
time subconsciously she was considering. No woman, however disastrous a former uni on, is totally repelled by the offer of a new. She
put out a feeler.
"No suh. Ah ain' pin in' foh no marriagh. How much money is
you got in da bank?"
Jasper, who at the instant possessed the sum of twenty-six dollars and forty-two cents, the residue from his weeks wages, after paying his board and debts, tried to look the part of a man of wealth. He
gave her a look that bespoke millions. He longed to impress her with
the belief that money fairly bulged from him. This psychology was
entirely lost upon Matilda.
"Well? How much is you ?"
"Money! I's got oodles of it."
"Yes? But how much does yore oodles 'mount to?"
"O now honey," he said, somewhat disconcerted by her directness, "Don' you worry yore pretty little head 'bout no money. I is da
best little provider dis side de Ohio ribber."
"Dat's jes what I is worrin' 'bout," she replied. "You seems aH
right but dat las' pavin' man seemed all right too. Ah ain' takin' no
moh chances. 'Spose Ah marries you. De's a bawd wintah comin'
on. Dem icicles mighty pore food ."
"Yes, but Ah kin get a job truckin' at the 'Sperior Gas Engine."
"Yes, Ah know you kin but the question ain't, is you kin-the
question is, is you are. No suh ! Safety fust ." Here she paused a
moment for reflection, while Jasper's face worked between hope and
blank despair.
"Ah'll marry you all right," she finally decided, "but you is got
to show collateral to guarantee dis work out all right. I is figurin',"
she said after a brief pause, "I is figurin' it'll take two hundred dollahs to run dis shebang till de da ndelions bloom, and Ah is got to
hab two hundred more to insure mah feelings. Da fust time you
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makes a pass at me, I is leavin' wif da two hundred. Dat makes foh
hundred dollahs total and you has to Nionday to show me the rnazuma."
Hence as he reached the downtown section, a woman, one of the
very few things able to worry this earthly cursed but heavenly blessed
race was also worrying Jasper. Another thing that didn't add any
joy to his existence was the knowledge that when the bulky proprietor
proposed and had the same terms put to him he could easily put up
the required indemnity. He was as unhappy as is possible for one of
his race to be, and unhappy he longed to be rid of it. Unhappiness as
ill became him, as a number six shoe on his number twelve foot. If
prohibition were not enforced he knew of a feasible way but squirrel
whiskey was difficult to obtain at that honr of the night so he traced
his steps toward the best substitute, the negroes' great national
pastime-"crap." In the back room as eyer round the green cloth of
the tables in the Sunshine ~ool and Milliard Emporium he was sure
to find a throng of all shades from high yellow to deep chocolate engaged in rolling the great "African Golf Balls."
Jasper swung the doors inward. He stepped into the smoke
dimmed light. Immediately his delicately trained senses detected a
feeling of hostility. No one seemed to pay the slightest attention to
him, the players around the table in the rear never looked up, but he
could feel something in ·the very air. His troubled gaze wandered
around the room, over the tables, the crowd, the tobacco-laden floor
to the cigar stand and stopped, glued to the spot, for there leaning
against the counter, hat on one side of his head, an enormous cigar
protruding from his thick black lips, and his whole being fairly bustling with hostility, was his rival, the proprietor! He knew of J asper's visits all right and was waiting for him. As for Henry \iVadsworth, he pulled the hat back over his eyes, took the cigar from his
mouth, uncrossed his legs and slowly walked toward the petrified
culprit. After making a complete tour around him meanwhile surveying his victim contemptuously from head to foot he spoke:
"Where you think you is gwine ?"
"Ah ain' gwine, I is comin'."
"Yore health botherin' you any?"
"Not's I kin notice."
"Well, you is shur gonna notice it if you don' quit hangin' round
mah Matilda. Huh!" he said, displaying a row of gold teeth. "Mehhe
you thinks she wants a no-count pa vin' man pesticatin' her."
Discretion was always the better part of valor with Jasper. He
said nothing. The proprietor came closer. He could feel his warm
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breath.
"From now on, you and Fair Street is strangahs, man. Jes' yo'
let me ketch yo' hangin' round and you gets a ride an' you don' know
yore ridin'."
This said he turned slowly and resumed his old station.
Profoundly relieved, Jasper stepped toward the billiard table upon
the surface of which, the famous ivory cubes, object of more mathematical calculations than astronomy, were rolling so fast they were
steaming. Reaching in his pocket and fondly patting his thin roll
he began to shove toward the center of activities.
"Uh, 0 !" said one liver-lipped youth whom he had brushed
aside. "How you git dat way? \Vhas' yore hurry, you nevah wins?"
"N ebbah you mind how I gits. J cs lemme git mah fingers on
dem bones. Someones gonna lose money to-night and 'taint me."
"Yes, you wins. Las' time you wins ol' Noah swims ashore."
But Jasper by this time had edged in and was far too interested
in the proceedings to engage in any repartee. One thin-faced youth
dressed in the height of fashion, with a cigarette hangin' from his
lips was at the moment performing:
"Ah shoots ten. Ah shoots ten. Come on. Fade some one.
Old age comin' on."
Jasper caressed one of his tens and laid it on the table.
"Uh, 0 ! Look whose here. Old man nebbah win. Easy win!"
Kissing the dice, raising them high in the air and rubbing them on
the back of his wooly head, he let them fly.
"\Vhif ! Read em. Dey reads nine. I's a niner from Car!iner'
\Vhif ! Dey says 'leben. Come, not seven. \Vhif ! Nine! A,- v,~ll
were Ah lets it lay.··
Jasper extracted his other ten, a uniformed chauffeur covered the
remainder. The thin youth went thru the same preliminaries, except this time he rubbed them on his cheek, snapped his fingers, and
grunted as he released them.
"\Vhat dey say. They reads ten. Plenty agin. And a fom !
And a nine! Come great deliverer! Eight! Come on suit of clothes!
And a ten! \Ne wint twenty! Shoots twenty."
Jasper now had but six dollars left. He was forced to cut his bet
to a five. The rest of the money was covered in large or small
amounts around the table.
"\Vhif Dey reads four. Dey reads death. \Vhang ! And a
twelve. V.1 hang ! Three and two is five. Unk ! Says nine. Agony
forgit yorself ! Seven! Funeral marches on." V.Tith a sigh the diminutive gambler gave up the dice.
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:\'ow wa s Jasper's chance. He reached a big calloused mitt for
the cubes.
"Let yo' Daddy show you!" He rolled them and sure enough
did roll a seven. Left the twenty dollars on the table, rolled a nine
and made it. Left the forty down too . and doubled with another
seven to eighty dollars. Here Lady Luck deserted him cold and
three black dots rolled out in front of him the very first throw.
Scratching his head and in a profound fit of abstraction he retreated
to the outskirts of the crowd. Total assets one dollar and some odd
cents.
"Huh," said the man whom he had brushed aside, "some one
gonna lose tonight and 'taint me. When you wins Gabriel blows
his horn."
But Jasper did not deign to answer. The sarcasms of men are
nothing when a man has lost his woman and his roll the same evenmg.
But verily if one-half the world knows not how the other half
lives, still less do they know what they think. At that moment there
were impending events which were they known to those present
would have caused a rapid evacuation of the premises.
Due eithe·r to prosperity, prohibition, or reaction from war-time
restrictions, or all four, there had sprung up in the city a perfe ct
mania for gambling which in its ramifications was well-nigh uninrsal.
In pool rooms, clubs, hotels, and multitudes of private homes games
of poker, rum, seven-up, and "crap" were progressing which in their
speed would make the unsophisticated gasp. Men once content tn
set in ten-cent ante or rum for a penny a point were now playing dollar poker and calling for a livelier game. Old time gamblers graduated to the stock market. The few brokers around to wn rejuvenated
were forced to hire new help and the transactions they recorded, cluplicated in hundreds of like towns, found an echo in continued million
share day s on \,Vall Street.
The Ministerial Association after taking due cognizance of the
evil, preached several sensational sermons. One newspaper ran a
leader calling upon the chief of police to repress gambling and casting severe aspersions, on his laxness. Finally, a committee of ministers called upon the city fathers who ordered the chief of police to
them. The much-harried chief of police came into the room and sat
down facing the assembly. He knew there was gambling in the city ,
onl:, a man deaf, dumb, blind and lame could be igno rant of it. hut
as he gazed around the circle of solemn faces before him it suddenly
occurred t() him that the trouble lay deeper. much deeper than ,Yith
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the police force. However, he was a man of wisdom with a family
to support, so he said nothing, but heaved a weary sigh, went to his
office, and ordered his men to go through the same old process that
has been repeated thousands of times in thousands of cities.
So it happened that at exactly fifteen minutes to one o'clock Sunday morning there appeared at every door, window and possible exit
of the Emporium-a policeman. There was a loud pounding on the
door. Fifty pairs of eyeballs suddenly opened in terror and showed
white. Fifty pairs of legs simultaneously made a wild grand scramble· for safety. Over pool tables, fallen chairs, out of doors and
through crashing windows, a writhing, struggling frantic mass of
black humanity clutched and tore at each other. But the raid was
well planned, and fifty badly excited but not at all disconsolate negroes
were soon lodged behind the bars of the city prison. The kindly Irish
keeper to whom such things were part of his routine simply locked
them in a large room and left them to their own resources. They
all stood around for a bit to catch their breath. One lazy razorscarred mulatto, who had done a fifty-yard dash from the front to
the rear door in nothing up, began to twit a rheumatism-crippled old
timer who had made a flying leap of ten feet off a billiard table and
crashed through a window into the waiting arms of a policeman.
"01' Hippety Hop yore rheumatism shur got bettah quick. You
don' let no wall stand in yore road when you moves."
"Yes," returned the other. "I noticed you standin' round yourself."
Then they all turned on the hero of Brest former member of the
stevedore battalion, and lately returned from France with a fractured
thigh incurred in a slide to second base during a ball game, but bearing proudly on his bosom a Croix de Guerre which he had won in the
hospital off a real but unlucky hero. Finally they grew so hilarious
they awoke the whole prison and the keeper pounded on the door.
"Hey you! What do you think this is-a picnic grounds? Shut
up in there or you'll get no breakfast."
This had a subduing effect for a bit, but quiet and composure did
not agree with them, and they began to get restless. Some lay on
the floor, but others stepped on them, some tried to sleep but without
much success. Finally the crest-fallen proprietor roused himself from
a corner where he had sat silent since he came in. He got up, yawned,
stretched, pulled his clothes together and stepped into the middle of
the room: "Gentlemen," he said, "Ah proposes that to pass the spahe
time we now has on our hands, we jes continue dat little game progressin' at da time of the disaster."
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This proposal met with unaninrntts and enthusiastic consent and
there was an immediate search of clothing for the necessary weapons.
But wonderful to relate, among those fifty crap shooting demons not
one single solitary set of dice could be unearthed. As for the pair in
use at the time of the raid, they had been ignominously abandoned.
After they had pulled themselves almost inside out in a vain quest
they gave up in disgust, and were preparing to try sleep when into
the brain of Jasper there crashed a wonderful remembrance. Reaching far down into the interior of his shirt he pulled forth to the light
two of the priceless cubes. One of his helpers on the stre et had given
them to him. He had seen him so often lose his money in the game,
be called him aside one day and whi spered:
"Boy, yo' is so all fired unlucky jes' lemme gib you two real craps.
Dese crap'll change de luck of Satan himself."
He had put them insid e his shirt a week ago and forgotten all
about them.
Enthusiasm was aroused anew, and though he had but a dollar,
Jasper was accorded the honor of inau gurating the proceedings. J asper took the dice in his hand, blew them, rubbed them on his slcne
and let them go. They spun round and round and turn ed up seven.
He threw them again, seven came again. Once more he threw, once
more he won. The next he released them h e threw ele~en. FiYe
times he won on the first roll. One dollar was now thirty-two.
But his continual repetition of sevens was not allowed to go un olJserved. A long lanky buckeroo with a scar the whole length of
his head snatched the dice from the fl oor.
"Boy on yore way. Lemme roll elem bones. Ah shoots a tenner. "
Jasper covered. The man threw, rolled a nine. then "crapped." Jasper by this time was beginning to realize that luck was with him at
last and he planked down the whole $42. There was a qui ck ~earch of
clothing all around and the amount was covered. The man on the
right picked up the ivories, rolled the white of his eyes around.
breathed what to him was half a prayer and let them go. They said
eight. Next they read ten , then a five , and the {atal-for him-seven
showed on the fourth try. Total asset s $84.
By this time excitement was mounting to fe\·er height. Shoving·
men right and left at this point. Henry \Yad sworth pu shed himself
into the center of things. He was a man who seldom gambled himself. He didn't have to. H~ got a rake off on all the games in the
Sunshine Emporium. It was no gamble for him ; it was a sure thing.
But when he saw Jasper kneeling on th e floor with the m oney tightly
clasped in his hands a sarcastic smile curled hi s upper lip and he
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spoke:
"What's dis goin' on? Huh? Here's <lat hangin' round nigger
again. Thinks he's makin' a hit wif mah gal. Now he thinks he's a
crap shooter too. Ah'l show you whar yore class lays. Shoots a hundred. Come on niggah, show yore class." And he reached for the
dice.
Jasper involuntarily shrank back. His throat was parched and he
swallowed hard. He had already won more money than ever before
and had no ambition to quarrel with a powerful man like the proprietor. But he placed his eighty-four dollars in the mug.
"Jes' as I thought, ain't got no hundred," exulted the proprietor.
But a winner always has a backer and these in the crowd furnished the remaining sum. With sweat oozing from every pore and
his eyes almost popping from their sockets Jasper saw his rival pick
up the .dice, examine them, and let them go. They rolled over and
over on the floor. It seemed to him they would never quit moving.
His eyes strained on the whirling pieces. They stopped and his
breath came quick as he saw smiling up at him-an eleven!
Now he reached for the dice himself. Vague feeling had now become joyful certainty. It was Jasper's turn to crow now.
"Who's a good for nothing niggah. Yo' don' look no better'n
anybody else in jail to me. Ah shoots all of it. Ah shoots-." Here
he paused to count the money. " Ah shoots a hundred and sixty-eight
dollahs cash."
The unprecedented condition of affairs would arouse the sus. picions of even the most credulous, let alone the proprietor who was
said to have been born with a pair of dice firmly clutched in his hand.
He knew a thing or two about crooked dice himself from personal
experience.
"Let me see dem things," he boomed, as he stretched a mighty
paw forward . Taking them in his hand he weighed them, knocked
them together, sniffed them, licked them. There was nothing for a
man of his reputation to do but to fade the hundred and sixty-eight.
He was beginning t? feel a little nervous himself, but reaching behind his back, he extracted therefrom a bulging pocketbook, and
slowly counted out in the neighborhood of one hundred and fifty dollars. Jasper once more picked up the bones and let them fly from hi s
hand. They turned up a wonderful eleven.
Now he felt a torrent of blood rush to his head. If color did not
forbid, the dumbfpunded onlookers would have suspected danger of
apoplexy. The whites of his eyes turned red, his breath came hot and
quick. Scarcely noticing what he was doing he gathered the mass of
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paper bills in one pil e. He patted them gently t ogether. He laid
them in a high stack on the floor. His eye wandered around the
ebony-hued crowd. He gazed for a long time at the kne eling flabby
form o f Henry. For fully a minute he spoke not a \\·ord .
"Now Mistah Sunshine Proprietor," he at length said in a quee1
strained quavering voice. Heah it is. Ah don't know jest how much.
Now I is jest a plain pohr man an you is de cock a de walk round dis
heah t own. Ah's jes' a plain man, but I is jest sh ow you whose da
sport round heah. Ah shoots it all. Ah shoots it for all and da gal
to boot ."
The proprietor looked about as cheerful as a total immersionist
after his baptism in Buck Creek. The great cigar had dropped from
his mouth, his collar had grown too sm all and he had torn it open.
It flapped on both sides of his great massive jaw s. Great beads of
perspiration stood out on his forehead. His hand trembled, and he
would fain have backed away. But here were fifty men witnesses to
the proceedings. If he showed yellow himself after pushing Jasper
so hard, his influence with them would be gone forever and the influence he exerted over these men was a valuable ass et to Henry. There
was the woman involved, too. If he lost he would haYe t o give way
to a no-count paving man. But there were plenty of women. He
hesitated. and looked around the crowd of drawn intent face s. Then
he decided. There wa s nothing really yellow about him a ny way.
Contra ry to all beliefs the black man is no more yellow a s a whole
than any oth er race-especially Henry who could not have risen to
the po sition he held am ong them with a lack of nerve. H e examined
the co ntent s of his purse, dump ed it all into hi s hand and slowly
counted it out upon the floor. Th ere was hut $260, and Jasper. after
his friends had counted his pile for him, was obliged t o peel off
seventy-six dollars.
J asper picked up the dice whirled them over hi. head and shouted:
"Foh it all and da gal to boot."
Th e propri etor, speechless could but nod hi ~ head in silent consent. A sil ence so profound no" · crept oYcr the cro wd all that could
be heard wa s the labored breathing of the participants. .-\II eyes
strained them se lyes t o burstin g upon two \Yhite thing,; rnlling in
th e half light of the pri so n fl oo r. Fifty men breathed not a sound
wh en the two dice stopp ed and t o the intent gaze of all sp oke ~e,·en !
The proprietor stood up and wiped his fe,·erecl brow. Jasper. crammed tbe bul ging roll of hills intu his pocket. ,Yhile tho se men m a
silent tribute t o greatn ess dre\\' back to all ow him to pa ss.
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Just then there was a loud pounding on the door, the keeper's
voice was again heard :
"Wake up in there you niggers.'' A key was inserted into the
lock. He turned the bolt and stepped inside:
"Headquarters just called up that if any of you coons have fifteen dollars you can get out on bail. All except you, Brown. You
ar.e charged with keeping a gaming house and will have to put up
bond."
Day was just beginning to paint the eastern sky with faint traces
of grey, when Jasper walked out the doors of the city prison into th~
chilly silent emptiness of Fountain Avenue, a free man.
"Yeah," he exulted as he pulled his coat tight around him in the
cold dampness of the morning." Ah always knew ol' man luck has
a good word for dis niggah."
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Daniel Boone and the American Pioneer
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D. HERBERT ABEL

"For he must blaze a nation's ways
vVith hatchet and with brand.
Till on his last-won wilderness
An Empire's bulwarks stand."
-Rudyard Kipling.

T

HE history of the world has intimately bound up with it a
dramatic struggle of conquest and civilization, an endeavor
to supplant the existant barb arous culture by a refined ar.d
superior plane of life; and in America this most difficult
task of subduing the wilderness with its accompanying savagery was
accomplished by the American pioneer. Today the Pioneer stands out
as the most representative type in the evolution of American ideals
,,nd American democracy, a figure more truly typical of the American character than the dashing Cavalier or the stern Puritan. And
the month of September, a hundred years ago, marked the death c ~
one of the foremost of American pioneers, one, who typifies the conqnest of the Great West., Daniel Boone.
Viewing him through the perspective of history ,ve see united in
him all those dominent chc:racteristics so symbolical of the American
pioneer life. vVe observe in him a m:irked individualism, a stro11~
~e!lse of initiative and sc 1 f-reliance, fearles sness, fecundity of resource,
alacrity in his movements, coupled with a certain degree of sympathy
and high idealism, all contributing to a character produced fr0m the
~tern necessities and endless vicissitudes of pioneer life. On the horizon of our Nation's history this compound figure of dauntless Indian
fighter, wily backwoodsman and rude surveyor will ever stand preeminent as an image of all that is noble and distinctive in the American character.
Many present day Americans entertain somewhat extravagant
notions of the life of the pioneer, and of Boone in particular. It was
not the call of the wild and the lure of the wilderness that led him to
make his excursions into the West. Neither do we recognize in him
a great colonizer or a man laying the permanent foundations for the
various states.
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Briefly, Daniel Boone's character is supremely eminent in these
three respects: as explorer, as way breaker, and as Indian fighter. Corresponding to these three phases are the three great achievements
which constitute his efforts and embody and signalize his career. The
exploration and colonization of the Great West was promoted by
wealthy or well-to-do people of the Thirteen Colonies who were organized into land companies; and it was the influence and support
of these companies which lent some degree of safety and stability to
expeditions and settlements which would otherwise have been constantly menaced and rendered dangerous and insecure.
The first of the three achievements which constitute Boone's contribution to American history consisted in the giving of his services
to one of these companies. In 1769 he placed at the disposal of the
Richard Henderson Company his experience of frontier life and his
unsurpassed and intimate knowledge of the country gleaned from his
solitary hunting expeditions. Boone and a few companions spent
two years in Kentucky, exploring the country and rudely charting it,
in the interest of the speculative land companies of the Colonies. The
utilization of these explorations for the advance of civilization and
colonization in the Trans-Alleghany region is due solely to the initiative and genius of Boone, the eye, as it were, of Colonial enterprise,
and it is this which marks his explorations as his first contribution
to American history.
Boone's second achievement consisted 'in the opening of the trail
to the West. In this case as in that of Kentucky, he was not the discoverer of the trail. Many other hunters and Indian traders had anticipated him in penetrating the mountain fastnesses. However it was
the inborn fearlessness and daring of the explorer and his inherent
genius which enabled Boone to open the trail to the West as a permanent route for migration. This route lay through the Cumberland mountains and over it Boone led the vanguard of civilization in
1775. The· various agreements and treaties concluded, the purchasing of the land from the natives, the shrewd sagacity and diplomacy of
the great explorer and scout. It is this which constitutes the second
achievement of Boone, for as way-breaker, he opened to the Colonists
a route to that fertile region and that vast expanse of virgin forests of
the Middle West.
The third and last achievement of Boone is in the capacity of
Indian fighter. He, with his fellow pioneers, erected a fort in the
heart of Kentucky, as a safeguard to the settlements against the
treachery of the natives. And not only did his work consist in the
mere erection of the fort but also in its preservation to insure the per-
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manent existence of white settlements in the West. Boone and Calloway with their fellow backwoodsmen successfully defended Boonesborough against Indian warfare although left alone and lost sight of
by the hard pressed Colonials and the Continental Congress, a fact of
gre:tt significance. For, had Boonesborough fallen, the western frontier of the Colonies would have been laid bare to the frenzied attacks
o f ho stile natives allied with their Tory masters. This defense on
account of the importance attached to it, deserves to be ranked with
the battles of Lexington and Bunker Hill, and the defenders to be
placed side by side with the staunch Minute Men. Together with
Clark's campaign into the Northwest it may be considered as the fundamental reason of the retention of the \Vestern region by the Colonies.
The dominent element characterizing all the achievemeots of
Boone's career was his indomitable resolve not to be thwarted in his
plans by any difficulty, but to pursue his aims for the good of his
country. His labors gave to those who, at an early date, came to
share our liberty and freedom, a fertile region wherein that liberty
might be attained . And this indomitable will to work for America,
.Americans and American ideals is the basic characteristic of all true
Americanism. And it is this characteristic which we find most prominent in the American pioneer.
In our present age when we are thr eatened universally by a contempt for constituted authority and established ideals of government,
and when we hear the cry for unsullied Americanism it is meet to
consider those true American pioneers who gave to us those basic
characteristics and virtues as exemplified in Daniel Boone.
It is indeed fortunate for us that in the century following the
premier pioneer's death we have had Americans who have emulated
his noble ideals and who, like him, will ever be remembered as championing Americani m and
merican Democracy, mo t prominent
am ng them being U1 e late and lament tl Theodore Roose,•elt, _
[reqeuntly rderred to as "The Greatest American." The dipl mati-t
will perhap en ure him for hi head trong spirit but let it never h
f rgotten that, notwithstanding all his shortcoming· 'fheod re Ru eve! . like the pioneer of old. had but one o-oal in view: \merican
Prosp erity.
America today would do well to go back to the Pioneers and see
in them the spirit of true A'mericanism. What are we going to establish for future generations as the basic of American ideals. To what
will we p oint when we wish to show to our immigrants the true
meaning of Americanism? Whom can we indicate as embodying in
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his character all that is distinctly American? This is now the problem facing us. Let America return to her frontier days, days of trails
and hardships. There she will find in the indomitable resolve of a
Boone and in the dogged struggle of the pioneer to advance the
Torch of Liberty, a true character type of the ever-living American.
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The Process of Repair in the
Healing of Wounds
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£FORE the advent of antiseptic smgery, it was generally
supposed t~at inflammation was an absolute necessity for
the healing of a wound, but from the present point of view
the process of inflammation ~nd the process of repair are
distinctly different from one another. Under the present conditions
of asepsis, wounds are able to heal without being accompanied by
the process of inflammation. The symptoms of inflammation are
brought about by the disturbed functions of tissues which have been
damaged. Repair, on the contrary, is the result of an active process
by means of which the cells of the part are enabled to replace tissues
which have been destroyed.
Healing of a wound is said to take place either by first intention
or by second intention.
In healing by first intention, or primary union, repair takes place
without suppuration, that is, without the formation of pus. \Vhere
an incision is made through the skin and superficial tissues, the edges
of the wound separate from one another according to the elasticity
of the different structures which have been divided: the wound is
said to gape. The bleeding of the smaller vessels soon ceases spontaneously owing to the contraction of their lumen and to the retraction of the arterioles into their sheathes where they are soon obstructed by the formation of a clot. The largest vessels are controlled
by pressure torsion or ligature. Where the blood has been washed
or wiped away the edges of the wound are carefully adjusted by means
of sutures. If such a wound has been kept perfectly aseptic-that is
no bacteria have been allowed to gain access to it-we shall see but
little change in the appearance of its edges during the healing process.
There is a slight swelling of the lips of the wound, and the tissues in
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the immediate neighborhood of the linear incision and around the
the stitch holes are somewhat firmer than in the natural state. This
is due to the di sturbance in the circulation owing to the division of
the v essels and to the injuries done to the tissues.
It was at one time th ought that the edges of a wound might unite
by what was called immediate union-that is by an adhesion of the
microscopial structures of the parts without any reparative effort. It
is now known, however, that such a uni on is merely the adhesion
of the fibers by means of a substance called fibrin which is preliminary to final union by the formation of a new tissue.
In all large wounds there are ahvays places where the walls have
not come accurately in contact. If these wounds healing by first intention are examined under the microscope we find these small spaces
are occupied by blood corpuscles and masses of coagulated fibrin. At
the end of the first twenty-four hours there will be an accumulation
of leucocytcs along the line of the wound. \\Tith the aid of these
leucocytes, repair than rapidly ensues. As the process of repair proceeds the number of cellular elements of the part-indifferen t cells,
as they a re called-increases perceptibly.
As the cells increase, the fib ers of the old ti ss ue become more
obscure and many of th em. with other elements which have undergone retrograde changes, disapp ear, and the cells seem soon to he
supported in a new granular or fibrillated or reticulated intercellular
substance, and the so-called granulation or embryonic tissue is formed.
Soon after the first day of the healing process new vesseles begin to form loop s which develop from the pre-existing vessels. On
the surface of a capillary loop a mass of granular protoplasm is seen
which gradually increases in size and grows to an elongated mass of
solid protoplasm which projects toward the edge of the wound. From
this process a mass of cap illary loops are formed which eventually
become united and form a net-work of decomposition, and vanish.
new fibers make their appearance and the w ound becomes thus firmly
united.
\Vhere from loss of tissue or other cause it has not been possible
to close a wound , and the lips are separated widely from one another,
union can only take place by the process of granulation or second intention. If we watch such a wound with the naked eye we shall observe in the course of an hour that a film has formed on the surface,
the wound has become glazed by the deposition of thin layer of coagulated fibrin. This layer, at first transparent soon becomes stained
with masses of coagulated blood and fragments of fibers torn from
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their surroundings and lying upon the surface. Th~s layer is also soon
occupied by numbers of emigrated leucocytes. In this way the wound
is covered over so that the structures beneath can no longer be recognized. During the course of the following days a discharge flows
from the wound. After this discharge removes all the debris a surface of bright, irregular shaped nodules, called granulations is exposed.
The cavity of the wound is gradually obliterated partly by the
growth of the granulations and partly by cicatricial contraction by
which the edges of the w ound are brought nearer together. In the
meantime the epedermic cells by proliferation begin to cover in the
margin s of the open surface of the wound which is indicated by the
presence of a bluish white border. Occasionally the growth of granulations is so large that they project above the surface of the wound
thus preventing the epithelium from covering in all of the surface.
This is the so-called "proud flesh" and must be removed with a knife
or a caustic, before complete healing can be effected. When the epithelial layer of cells has entirely covered this granulated surface, healing is said to be complete.
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Tears of the Morrow

!

~~~~~
D. HERBERT .-\BEL

"DOCTOR!"

It was only a faint ~igh. The doctor hastened to the
straw pallet upon which lay a man. The physician had
a kindly face, a face that spoke of disappointments, a
a face of a man who had dreamed great dreams but had accomplished
nothing. He was middle-aged with a faint iron grey mantling his
dark locks. His kindly eyes were pitiful in their appeal to the sick
man's summons.
"Yes?"
"Doctor, I-I'm gomg t-to die. But listen Doctor. Send for
Father McNulty."
"All right, Mr. Morton."
The sick man's eyes clo·secl. H!is lips were moving now, hut incoherently. Upon his face a shadow rested, as if the man had made
a great mistake, had not understood the world correctly. His disheveled hair spoke of the feyer which had raged the night before.
His wounds had caused that. That big gash in his side was slowly
telling on him. The doctor had not expected him to live throughout
the night but the patient had clung through it all tenaciously to the
one spark of life still in his shaken frame.
The bare room was ill adapted to the care of the sick. There was
a little coal stove but no coal. Only a few threadbare covers were
lying over the man, and a rude straw pallet was his bed. The plastering was seamed with huge cracks; rude boards covered the windows
through which a snow flurry would occasionally come.
The man was resting peacefully now. He had been lying so for
about a quarter of an hour when the door opened to admit Father
McNulty. It seemed to rouse the man. He opened his eyes languidly and upon recognizing his visitor he seemed to regain his
strength.
"Father," he said huskily, "Father, I want you to sit down here
a few moments. I have a little story to tell you. I-I'm afraid I'm
dying."
"~Thy certainly, Jack, do you want to go to--"
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"Stop!" commanded the man hoarsely. ''No. I don't want to-1
can't go to confession. God could never take me back. Listen,
Father, when we went to schol together I was Jack and you were Bill.
That was when we went to common school. Do you remember that,
Father?"
"Yes, I remember."
"And then, you went on to the seminary, and I-went to Europe
to study law in Berlin and art in Paris. I spent ten years over there.
Those were the happiest years of my life. And what was the result?
I became a great lawyer and a connoiseur of art. I was given degrees
at Heidelberg, at Vienna, at Prague and at Paris. My name was lauded
to the skies. I was young then, Father. I came back here to America
to find you a priest."
"And what then?"
"Yes. Then I returned to Europe. The world was just getting
over the world war. I continued my studies in law and philosophy,
until I met von Enrich. Ah, von Enrich, may he--"
"Stop!" interrupted the priest. "You shall not curse him."
"It is less than he deserves. \,Vell, I met him. I was fascinated
with him. I would have sold-yes I did sell my soul for him. Three
years I spent in his tutorage. Three years I listened to his poisonous
philosophy about the "Reign of Reason," the millenium when man
"shall live as a natural being endowed with all the natural perfections,
enjoying in truth a life of profound happiness."
He stopped for a few moments to rest.
"After that," he continued, "I returned to America. Ah, but
those doctrines seemed bright with roseate hope for me. Miy- power
was unlimited. Either God or the devil gave me a beautiful voice and
an irresistible power of appeal. I rose in my profession. It was at
the time when you were in Switzerland. I became the Mayor of New
York and in turn also the governor of the state of New York. And
after the expiration of that term I was one of the most influential men
m the country."
"And then I returned from Switzerland?"
"Yes, to taunt me with your religion. A man successful as I was
considered religion a hindrance, a bore. And I will have none of it,
now. I have played with fire, I have lived with Satan. Like another
Faust his contract for my soul is inscribed upon it in words of fire.
You yourself say, "As you live so also shall you die." Now begone
with your God, with your religion. I will have none of it. I am not
telling this to you as a confession but as a story to have you profit
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by. You may need it, Father. It"s too late for me. I have failed,
failed-failed!"
"It's ne\"er too late, man. Buck up. Say a little prayer. I know
that the Good Lord--"
"Stop, I say! Let me continue. It was then, after your return
that I was made leader of the Socialist party. My words were sparks
from a flaming tongue which etched themselves upon the souls of all
hearers. :vly plea for the 'Reign of Fure Liberty and Reason' was
answered from thousands of throats, and felt hy a myriad of hearts.
2\Iy fame was made. I could have been made king of the United
States. My character, my personality commanded everything. Mothers would have sold their daughters. fathers would have sacrificed
their Eons at my command. :\Iy power and influence were superb."
"Yes?" queried the priest \\·hen the man hesitated.
"And then came that Nicollo Frederigo from Italy. He must
have been Satan himself. He plotted against me, slandered me. I
tried to appeal to my people, tried to show them that the charges were
false hut I could not. I pleaded with them to let me prove what I
said hut it was of no use whateYer. Then, Father. did your words
come back to me: 'Take God from out of the heart of the people and
:·on cannot rule them.' Father, you ,vere right. I saw it, then. You
cannnt rule them. And J had taken (-;od out of their hearts, I had
cheated them out of their Goel, I had taught them the life of the world
and now, because God was out of their hearts, I could not appeal t•i
rhern. Your words came hack to me with double force and I groarn"d
under their weight. I had cheated God. I had taken those peop:e
aw:i.y from him and now God or the devil was taking them away in•m
me. The thing went on for weeks and months. 1Iy hold upon ·ne
pecplc was steadily growing less. And then, yesterday, after a particnlarly strong harangue by Nicollo, that mob attacked me and then
left me for dead there upon the sidewalk. The good doctor here took
me in. And here am I, a leader of men, a s,vayer of a nation, dying
like a clog!"
"But come now, Jack, brace up and see if you can't say just one
prayer. Jes us-Mary--"
"Stop," he shrieked. "I say '~O.' and when I say it, I mean it.
Yes, 1 see it all now. If you take God out of the heart of the people you cannot appeal to them. And today the youths are being educated without a thought of a Goel. It is my work that has done this.
Tomorrow we will have more godless men and women, more men
and women who will follow their natural instincts, their 'Pure Reason'
and carry themselves down to Hell. Tomorrow we shall have more
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of nails from this iron, rods were first forged from it in small black
smith shops. These were then hammered out by hand on anvils and
cut to proper length with chisels. Soap was made by boiling together
\vood ash and sheep's tallow or other fat in a small kettle heated by
means of a wood fire. Everything was produced in this manner very
simply and on a small scale.
These methods served the purpose as long as the supply satis
fied the demand; but with the increase in the population, with the
opening of more and mo�e of the uncivilized portions of the world
and with the establishment of colonies the market increased accord
ingly and goods could not be produced fast enough to meet the de
mand. All of the European countries assisted in the formation of
colonies and the organization of trading countries at this time 'due to
the great geographical explorations and discoveries made during the
two preceding centuries. England shared largely in these operations
and English goods were in wide demand. Under such circumstances
it is not surprising that men began to cast about to find more efficient
methods of manufacture.
Radical modifications were necessary to take care of the difficulty.
And beginning about 1750 there came radical changes in the industries
of England. These changes were so marked, took place in so many
industries and occurred so often that together they are often spoken
of as the industrial revolution. At the root of· these changes, as we
have said, were the numerous inventions and the great strides man
was then making in the development of power.
These developments in power and machinery which occurred in
rapid succession changed all branches of industry and also the mode
of life of the people. For example, the numerous spinning and weav
ing inventions changed entirely the cloth-making industry. Spinning,
weaving, printing, etc., could be done in this period several hundred
times faster than before the revolution. The only difficulty in the
making of cotton materials, that of supplying the raw cotton, was
removed in 1792 when Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin. Before
the invention of the gin one ma_n working with hand tools could only
remove the seeds from four or five pounds of cotton in a day. \\Tith
the new machine one man could clean a thousand pounds of cotton in
the same length of time.
Probably the most striking and important changes occurred in
the iron trade. Some of the important discoveries were how to use
coke instead of charcoal; inventions for puddling and rolling; how to
use the hot blast in smelting; and how to use raw coal instead of
coke. Such discoveries revolutionized and greatly cheapened the pro-
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duction of iron. This industry was especially mentioned because iron
is really the foundation of the machine industry.
It can readily be seen that the introduction of machinery, simple
as the first machines were, would greatly increase the quantity of
goods produced and would greatly change the ways in which they
were made and marketed. Of the latter, the differences in the management of industry brought about by machine industry were probably the most radical. Machinery was too expensive for the artisan
to buy and too large and too dependent on non-human power for the
artisan to be able to operate in his home or little workshop. It had
to be located where water power or steam power developed by coal
was available. Since power could be produced more cheaply in large
quantities than in small quantities, the development of machinery
meant housing industry in the large building we call factories.
In these factories most of the former artisans, and often their
wives and children were collected to become factory hands or mill
workers. The employers owned the machinery, and determined the
conditions of work, and the hours of work. This resulted in modes
of life wholly different from those which existed previous to the advent of the factory.
VVhat we have said of England might also be said of all the other
large European countries and also of the United States and other
American countries for the new machine industry rapidly spread to
these countries. However, do not make the mistake of thinking that
machinery sprung into existence by a single invention of some genius.
It was a slow process, a process which is by no means completed even
in this enlightened day. For there is not a piece of machinery in existence today that cannot be further perfected. As an example, "the
present spinning machinery which is now in use is supposed to be a
compound of about eight hundred inventions."
Indeed, we are greatly in error if we think that the industrial
revolution is a thing of the past. It is still going on, for our 1111.chir.ery and processes are still open to improvement. The first phase of
the industrial revolution which could be called the period of the coming in of machinery lasted until about 1830. From 1850 to 1880 was a
period of building great machine shops to build machinery. Since
• 1880 the applications of science to industry and the search for markets have led writers to speak of our period as the third period of the
industrial revolution-the period of scientific management and of
revolution in buying and selling methods.
The essentials of modern machine industry are speed and necessarily production. Not so many years ago when it was necessary to
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drill a number of holes in the same metal part of a manufactured article, each hole was drilled separately. Today, by meahs of the huge
multiple drills that are in operation, as many as eighty to ninety holes
can be drilled in one operation and this controlled by one man. As
another example of the speed of modern machinery it has been shown
that a skillful woman can knit eighty stitches a minute by hand; a
machine enables her to make 480,000.
Goods have been manufacturet1 so rapidly in the last few years
that the countries which have been most successful in large-scale
manufacturing have found it difficult to sell all the goods that they
produce. This has developed advertising and the organization of
large and efficient sales forces in the large manufacturing concerns.
The concern that has the best sales force is the one that will progress
the most rapidly. Many business houses conduct their own schools
of salesmanship and colleges of commerce are established in many of
the universities. This competition has also resulted in the formation
of "trusts." Finally the merchants of the various countries have
sought outlets for their goods in less developed regions, and this has
caused the rivalry of nations to find markets for their goods that exists
toda y. Thus we see that the machine industry is something of nation;il character, in fact, something essential to the world.

®ur iljahg ~!i iljamrnt
DONOVA~ J. McCUNE

"To the pleadings of the Queen thou hast turn'd a vagrant ear!
What shall call thee to thy God? Must it be the voice of fear?
Shall not the loving whispers of the Queen of heav'nly bliss
Make thee see thy way of error and thy rebel faults dismiss?
Come to me and pray the Patroness of man and mortal kind:
'Grant the sons of men, God's peace; life of body and of mind.'
Ere the world o'erwhelms thee; ere the coming of the fl.009,
Stand before the Virgin Mother, bathed white in mine own blooci.
Where thy sorrows all shall vanish and thy soul at peace shall be
Then my words of love shall echo: 'Peace to ye who come to me."

HAIL, MISTRESS OF EARTH

ST. MARGARET MARY CHAPEL - THE ALTAR
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R. J. K,ITSTEL\.ER

ear ago the Exponent announced in a detailed article that the
organization of The Catholic Students' :\,fission Crusade
had been completed. In pursuance of the plan of the Crusade a Unit was formed at the University during the past
year and the way prepared for mission work to become a living, thriving feature of the student-body. As a tribute to the expansion of this
Unit the Exponent proposes to acknowledge its past performance
and to forecast its future by regularly introducing a Mission Department to be devoted in particular to mission activities at the University
and in general, to the work of the Crusade. The local Unit is not
wanting material to become one of the most numerous and fruitful
of the 154 units now constituting the Catholic Students' Mission
Crusade and the Exponent gladly lends its efforts to attain this goal.

A

The second national co1wention of the Catholic Students Mission Crusade met in \ Vashington, D. C., August 5-8, at the Catholic
University. Truly it was a national convention, for Yirtually every
state ,vas represented by the 400 delegates assembled. Even California, Oregon and Texas sent delegates, manifesting the extraordinary
spread of the Crusade within the narrow scope of two years. That
,;uch a magnanimous response was made, despite the inconveniences
of mid-summer travel is oyerwhelming evidence that with our Catholic Students the Crusade is something real and vital; that they are
fired with the purpose of bringing the whole world to knowledge of
the Truth .
.The convention program was opened the evening of August 5
with addre:--ses of welcome from the Rt. Re,·. Bishop Thomas J. Shahan, S. T. D., J. U. L., L. L. D., rector of the Catholic University and
President of the Crusade, and from the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Francis J.
• Beckman, S. T. D., rector of l\It. St. Mary's Seminary and chairman
of the Executive Board. A Pontifical High Mass was sung by Bishop
Shahan the next morning in the chapel of D~vinity Hall. Following
this the convention proceeded to three days of business meeting, papers and five-minute talks. The remarkable zeal and singular enthusiasm attending the assemblies of the convention carried them beyond
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the time for meals and retiring. The sober and sound discussions
were a steady flow of inspiration, a revelation to the older heads, who
may have doubted the students' capacity for the work in hand.
The resolutions passed included affiliation of grade schools, as
Junior Units and the establishment of a veteran membership for
those members who, after they have left school, still desire connection with the Crusade. Neither of these additions are to be integral
parts of the Crusade, but representatives are to have seats at future
conventions, with all privileges except that of voting. A crusade
organ was proposed to the discretion of the Executive Board and the
constitution revised to admit three student members on the Executive
Board.
Among the many letters and cablegrams of approval and congratulation from Cardinals, Archbishops, Bishops and heads of religious orders, was a cable from the Holy Father conferring his apostolic benediction on all the members of the Crusade.
In consequence of the work of the convention the Crusade is well
on the way to unparalleled achievements in the mission field.

T was early evening of one of those long dreary summer days.
The sun had just begun to sink beneath the horizon. The
western sky was adorned with clouds of beautiful colors, red
and gold and purple. Lower and lower sank the now huge ball
of fire. The colors of the clouds changed to deeper shades of red
and gold and purple. The sun has now vanished but still we see the
reflection of its beauty in the artistic colorations of the evening clouds.
The sky has slowly .darkened and there amid those banks of nature's
colors we see the beautiful evening star. We turn from the scene,
loath to leave it and our attention is directed to the sky above. Banks
of stars glitter in the darkness like candles. \i\Thile in the East we
see the moon rising slowly.
The day has gone and the evening is swiftly approaching its
zenith. But, as we gaze on the scene around us no matter what the
day has brought, whether joy or sorrow, all seems to be forgotten in
the stillness and beauty of the night.

I
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The editors of the present issue of the Exponent
are happy to be able to announce to its friends and
readers, a new developmen t in the status of St.
Mary College, henceforth to be known as the University of Dayton.
During the last decade lectures were commenced and department s
founded with a Yiew of preparing students to enter upon the professional course in theology, law, medicine, engineering and the social
sciences. Realizing that the college was practically doing the work
of a University, the P'resident, Rev. Joseph A. Tetzlaff, S. M., and the
Board of Trustees decided to adopt officailly the name of "The University of Dayton," and this decision was publicly announced August
28. 1920.
The creation of a university is at any time a supreme moment
in the life of a community . At the present moment in the world's
history it can realize best its meaning and mission. The university
is a witness to the higher life, the full life of the soul of man, to offer
eYery facility to develop his intellectual, his physical and his moral
life. The university is to serve all who desire this richer and this
fuller life. Her mission is therefore to lead in the new life, to be an
inspiration for all, and especially for professional men that they keep
growing and never stagnate in their professiona l careers and social

The University
of Dayton

influence.
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The UniYersity of Dayton will continue under the direction of
the Society of Mary . During the seventy years of the existence of
St. Mary College they have proved their right to hold aloft the Ideals
of Christian education. Their century of experience in the educational
world assures everyone what to expect of their professional leadership in the new University. Their system of education aims at developing side by side the moral, the physical ~nd the intellectual faculties of the student and send him forth to the world, made of sound
judgment, of rounded intellect, of upright and manly conscience. And
since men are not made better citizens by the mere accumulation of
knowledge unless there be present a guiding and sustaining force, the
moral faculties are the principal ones to be developed. Moreover,
morality is to be taught continuously; it is the vital force animating
the whole organic structure of education. Furthermore, in the Catholic system of education it must be the atmosphere, the student needs.
It is one of the decided advantages of the system followed at the
University of Dayton, that the student may begin his studies in the
high school and then pass on through the University course to graduation under the same direction and influence. This secures, besides
the moral influence thus gained, a uniform and homogeneous course
of teaching and training.
Since Christian education is the one great factor that can save
our civilization and our governments from chaos and ruin, all who are
Catholic or non-Catholic must hold fast to the Christian Faith in sufficient numbers to overwhelm the present ways of infidelity and materialism. or to allow Christian civilization and the republican form
of government to suffer the fate of Greece and Rome. The University
of Dayton therefore will enter more fully than heretofore in the complex life of the individual and of the nation. A's a University she
proposes to hold aloft the beacon light of science and as a Catholic
University to lead with the light of science and of faith .
The Alumni, friends and benefactors, and the citizens of this
community will not forget that the obligation of a university to serve
and lead can be realized only if those who appreciate the meaning
of a university will help to spare her from the material cares and
assure her calm existence in the pursuit and dispensation of a fuller
life. The growth of the number of students has made it imperative
to provide ampler accommodations, for this purpose funds are necessary. The University of Dayton stands in imperative need of an endowment. The work that has been accomplished in the past is an
earnest of what the University will do when increased facilities are
afforded her. An endowment, however, implies founders and bene-
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factors. During the past few years, many ha\'e helped the University
and generous donations haye heen made. Other institutions, eYen
those state-aided and richly endowed received generous assistance in
die ,vork and hesitated not to ask it. The Uninrsity of Dayton is
certain that generous friends are not lacking, though for the want of
deeper thought on the matter, few realize the importance of Christian
educational work, the immense sacrifice it entails and the merit there
is in co-operating and sharing with Christian educators in their work
for God and country, and the welfare of the young men of our generation who are to become the leaders of the generation of tomorro,Y.
'l'he facttlty of the UniYersity has given its life services freely and
gladly to the work. Those who would share with them in this great
enterprise can do so most effectively by rendering material aid and
contributing funds for the continuance and development of the work.
The editors of the E;xponent, the Alumni, friends and benefactors of old St. Mary's and the cithizens of this progressive community
of Dayton, Ohio, are proud of the rise of a Uni\'ersity of Dayton.
:-1ay she hold a pre-eminent place as the apostle of Christian education and training and continue to send out into the world her devoted
sons ready to hold aloft and to carry forward the light of reason and
of faith for God and country and Alma Mater.
J. C. G.

The Trend
It is consoling to see, in this year's heavy enrollTowards Higher ment at our universities and colleges, in the unpreEducation
cedented thirst for higher education, a forerunner
of better and happier times. Shakespeare's "-whining schoolboy, with his satchel and shining morning face creeping
like a snail unwillingly to school" if applied to these older youths
would find hut a ghostly reflection in the present-day eager quest for
the elevating effects of a broad and sound education. The message
conveyed by this large attendance is somewhat of a contradiction to
the fear that the purely material has too strong a hold on the people
of America to leave room for the intellectual and its consequent food.
Leading us as it does to pick out and appreciate the good, the
beautiful and the noble in our fellowmen and in the object world
around us. higher education must be productiYe of social good.
Through the medium of our minds our souls expand, if we may so
put it, because in so far as our spiritual natures all possess an innate
sense of good, they must necessarily pay homage to the sublime and
beautiful whenever knowledge points them out.
Being thus brought into contact with the nobler sides of human
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life we have to be sincere to appreciate them, and sincerity leads us
then to the pinnacle and origin of all good-an all-wise, all-loving
God. He then becomes the cause, the very raison d'etre of all our
ideals and principles.
It is plain then that religion must go hand in hand with higher
education if the latter is to bring forth its best results, for they lead
one to the other and have a common greater good. In Catholic
institutions _of higher learning this religious spirit is easily discernible, running through all the courses of study a·s the vital lifeblood
of the system, and as the foundation and guide of all studies. For
a Catholic his religion must be "the heart of culture and the culture
of the heart!"
W. S. V. C.

A Sacred
Privilege

The day approaches wherein each man and woman
of the country will be called to make a choice of
leadership. For the governed to have this voice in
their government is a sacred and a serious privilege. Lives and happiness were sacrificed •that it might exist for us. It has been consecrated at the field of Lexington, of Gettysburg, of Chateau Thierry.
In the balance hangs a policy of government; a policy that bears
upon the future of every civilized land. The people's voice will mean
for it approval or disapproval, adoption or rejection, life or death. No
man or woman can be too deeply impressed with the weightiness of
the coming ballot. To employ it for any expression other than that of
sound conviction is to desecrate its foundation, to abrogate the right
of citizenship, to nullify another's conscientious ballot. Predjudice,
biased opinion, personal feelings-all that is narrow and singular
must be lost to open-minded study, to just and noble judgment. It
is the sacred duty of every man and won_i.an to carry to the polls the
fairness and wholesome deliberativeness that characterizes our nation.

R. J. K.
Onward
Christain
Knights

The discovery of America and the Christianizing
efforts of the famous Italian, which were continued
by his successors, are an inspiration today to the
Order which has taken him as its patron,-the
Knights of Columbus. For it was not so much to secure commercial
advantages that Columbus undertook his voyages but rather from a
religious standpoint, since a shorter route to the East would have
satiated his ardent desire for the recovery of the Holy Sepulchre and
the propagation of Catholicity to foreign peoples. However, the
dreams of Columbus were never realized. He died almost forgotten
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and the tomb still remained in the hands of the Turks. But in the
1'ew \\.orld there followed a colonization that was promoted by the
Catholic missionaries. A. civilization arose out of the blood from
Catholic missions so that America today to a great extent is indebted
to the moral foundation which it received from the Catholic fathers.
There are few states in the Union upon ,vhich the blood uf some
Catholic mi,:sionary was not shed in an endeavor to bring the nati,·e s
from darkness into light. And today this work of Catholicity which
was inaugurated by Columbus and continued by the missionaries is
the perpetual inspiration of the K. of C. Today this order stands out
as a unified body of Catholic laity upholding the ideals of the Catholic
Chnrch, the Co nstitution of the United States and the principle of
freedom of worship to the detriment of all legislation or pressure
brought to bear against any form of religious belief. Enry good
Catholic must perforce be a law-abiding citizen and must uphold the
government of his country. Hence every good Catholic must be a
patriot. The Knights of Columbus, as a representative Catholic body,
must and do instil the very essence of patriotism into its members,
just as they must and do insist upon the maintenance of all Christian
belief and Catholic ideals. In these days of turmoil and unrest. ,vith
anarchistic attempts to overthrow that government immortalized by
our Colonial patriots, it is the patriotic duty of every Catholic young
man to enter that Catholic order which looks in the direction of unsullied patriotism. And in these days of propaganda and radical reform, with the accompanying dangers of Socialism and extreme legislation against our fold, it is at once both a patriotic and religious duty
for the Catholic young man to enter and follow that ord ~r which looks
to the protection of Catholic ideals and Catholic principles. Th
United Statec: today recng-nizes in the Knights of Columbus a strong
party of Catholic laymen, as was prond by the Community vVork
entrusted to them during the late \Yorld \Yar. And now, if every
Catholic young man in America who has the interest of his faith arid
his country at heart, were to join the Knights of Columbus, we ,voulc!
soon be able to lend an effective aid against all radicalism and at the
same time safeguard ottr Catholic interests from the bigoted attacks
which some of our rabid fellow-citizens are wont to cast at us. You,
Catholic men of America, now is the time to become a defender of
your faith, a patriot among patriots, and a follower of the first great
Catholic Knight of our country, Christopher Columbus.
1:

D. H. A.
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Congregational
Singing

It was the immortal, golden-mouthed St. John
Chrysostom who said that nothing will so elevate
the soul and keep it on a higher sphere, freed from
the earth and bodily ties, so fill it with the love of heavenly wisdom
and the contempt of mortal affairs, as melodious chant and the music
of divine hymns. The Church herself, that grand old Mother, wise
with the experience of centuries, still ever young, has realized this
long before and, already in Apostolic times, introduced music into
her sacred liturgy in order the more effectively to raise the hearts of
men to God and thereby to add greater glory to His worship. To attain such happy results she has decreed that only such music be used
which is the faithful handmaid of religion and a fit companion to the
holy mysteries she celebrates. She has encouraged the practice and
actual singing of sacred hymns by the grant of precious indulgences.
Of late years in particular she has insisted that the faithful assembled
for divine worship be permitted and trained to sing her own glorious
chant or other music of an excellence, sobriety and gravity befitting
the house of God. She has made known her mind in this matter in
the clearest and strongest terms and in he·r mandates we recognize
the voice of God Himself.
In conformity with her reiterated injunctions, the student-body
here at the University of Dayton practices and sings approved hymns
and those parts of the divine service that form the Ordinary of the
Mass. To hear the entire congregation of 800 boys and young men
jointly sing the praises of God, His blessed Mother, the Angels and
Saints with a volume of tone that makes the sacred edifice resound
is an inspiration that moves both mind and heart with holy emotions.
\Vhat a cause for mutual edification and of encouragement in welldoing ! What a stimulus for right living and what a fuunt for happy
recollections in later years! There can be no adequate praises for a
practice so thoroughly in accord with _the true spirit and best traditions of Holy Mother Church and so well expressive of that unity of
faith that has made her the admiration and wonder of the world for
twenty centuries. Happy all who are witnesses of such faith and
devotion! Happier still those who so "sing and make melody in their
hearts to the Lord" !
Sing, then, students of the University of Dayton when you assemble for divine worship. Sing out with an enthusiasm, a fullness
of tone and a depth of feeling that will bespeak the faith that is in
you. May your worthy zeal and piety aid in bringing souls closer to
God, and make yon worthy one day to join the choirs of Angels 111
heaven!
T. J. P.
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HE EXPONENT has always reacl with great interest the
exchanges that month by month have found their way into
its sanctum. Since some time it has been content with acknowledging the receipt of these exchanges by a mere mention in its columns of the student magazines that each month accumuiated upon the editor's desk. 'IYe feel, however, that we owe our exchanges more attention than a bare acknowledgment of their receipt,
and hence at the beginning of the new scholastic year, the staff of
](J21 reopens the Exchange Department of the Exponent.

T

The Boston College Stylus
,-\n excellent example of our exchanges is the June number of
the Boston College Stylus. The contributions are full of interest ancl
,·ariety, and exhibit a marked literary excellence. 'IYe congratulate
the staff of 1920 on the merit of its final issue of the Stylus. The
poetry in the number is very good. '_'At Evening" deserves particular praise. It expresses, in language a master might em·y, the quiet
beauty of evening. The author of "The ,-\rcher" conceived and clevelopecl an excellent idea, hut his words in several places seem to us
rather ill chosen. For example, if the title of a poem should suggest
its content, ''The Arrow" would he a more appropriate title than "The
Archer." The stories are well written, though the plots are rather
commonplace. "Beyond Recall" is perhaps the most interesting.
·•'fhe Queer Pface," though well executed, fails to satisfy the curiosity aroused at the beginning of the story. The essays in the number
are all yery good. "The lnYisible Some People" in particular is an
attractively penned exposure of the gossip's favorite and ever-ready
authority "the indefinite some people." "The Pharisee," a rather brief
treatment for so large a subject, expresses only too true a condition
of modern life. The Departments of this magazine are skillfully handled and prove interesting even to the general reader.
The Marywood College Bay Leaf
Despite the fact that the Marywood College Bay Leaf has lmt
recently made its appearance among college journals, it already ranks
high a.s a student magazine. The neatness and attractiveness of its
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general appearance plead for a closer inspection of its contents; and
the reviewer after a ha sty examination, settles himself for a thorough
perusal of the publication before him . The Jean D'Arc number,
though based on one central theme, contains sufficient variety of treatment to render it interesting and entertaining from cover to cover.
The poems, of such varied form and skillful execution , scattered with
,mch profuse liberality throughout the number, give eloquent testimony t o the attention with which the Muse is cultivated at Marywood. The essays show good taste and a pleasing variety. Sorn~ of
them depict with youthful enthusiasm the simplicity and purity, the
heroism a nd sufferings of the martyred maid of Orleans, while others
review with critical eye the story of her eventful life as portrayed in
the mural paintings of Royer, and as dramatized in the beautiful play
of the immortal Schiller. The stories, though not of so high a standard as the poems and essays, still display considerable literary ability.
They are characteristic for their simplicity of plot and careful attention to the working out of details. The Chronicles a;ranged in
diary form are perhaps too brief and summary to appeal to any but
the interested. vV e congratulate the Bay Leaf on the success it has
achieved in so short a time.

The Loyola University Magazine
The average reader of a college magazine finds the editorial section a convenient point at which to do "judicious skipping." It is
often tacitly presumed that the young editor is a type of person who
"has to say something," and we concede him the necessary space
merely because it is the vogue to have such a functionary. , Whether
such an attitude can be justified from the majority of cases is beyond
the question of the present notice. We would merely draw attention
to an instance where an editor of a student's magazine "has something to say" and says it. The July issue of The Loyola University
Magazine carries an editorial entitled "Twisting the Lion's Tail"
which deserves more than a passing notice. The principle, carried out
in this editorial of stating both sides of the question, if applied to
mooted questions in all departments of controversy, would do much
toward creating better feeling and furnishing a clearer field for sensible argument.
The Blue and White
- The students of the \Vest Philadelphia Catholic High School
claim for themselves deserved recognition by the general excellence
of their initial class publication which passes under the somewhat
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colorless title of The Blue and \\ ' hite. In the four years of its existe1Jce this Quaker City school has giYen ample proof of its ability to
measure up to the standards of the most progressive high schools in
thoroughness of scholarship as well as in its athletics and social life.
In breaking into the circle of student publications, The Blue and
\\,'hite seems to have set out with the determination to present to its
reaclers a detailed history of the pioneer class of 1920. Needless to
say the object was accomplished. The class annual of 1920 stands
primarily as a record of four years achievement along lines which indicate a marked originality and above all a tremendous reserve force
oi youthful vitality and a boundless confidence in the spirit of solidarity which seems to peer at the reader from every page of this new
publication. Above all The Blue and White of 1920 will be a perennial source of fond recollection to the members of the class itself.
Much of the interest of course attaches to local associations and is
lost on the general reader.

The St. Louis Collegian
From far-off Honolulu comes The St. Louis Collegian. Our
friends in the distant Territory of Hawaii have succeeded in producing a fir st-class magazine. The good taste displayed in the choice of
illustrations and decorations giYe the Collegian a very attractive appearance, while the literary merit of the articles speaks favorably of
the scholarship of the students of St. Louis College and the quality
of the education dispensed within the walls of that worthy institution.
The Green and White
Deserving of notice also is The Green and \iVhite from St. Jose ph 's High School, San J ose, California. The class of 1920 has produced a ve ry creditable souvenir ed iti on. \Ve congratulate the class
0 11 its success, and hope with the editor, that The Green and \\' hite
will increase in size and popularity, and remain, as it now is, a paper
for e,·ery student of St. Joheph's t o he proud of.

J. B.
Exchanges
The following is a list of exchanges that the Exponent rec,eivecl:
"The Abbey Student," "The Academia," "The Alvernia," "The Anselmian," "The Bay Leaf," "The Canisius Monthly," "The Collegian,"
"Defiance Collegian," "The Dial," "The Duquesne l\fonthly," "_T he
D'YouYille Magazine," "The Young Eagle," "The Gonzaga," "The
Green and v\'hite," "The Niagara Index," "The Laharum," "The Loyola :Magazine," "The Laurel," "The Ylartian," "The Micrometer,"
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"The DePaul Minerva!,'' "The N. C.R. News," "The Nazarene," "The
Northern Review," "The Pacific Star," "The Patrician," "The Picayune," "The Echoes of the Pines," "The Prospector, "The Purple and
Gray," "The Scholastica," "The Solanian," "The Spectator," "The
Spokesman," "The Morning Star," "The Stylus," "St. Angela's Echo,"
"St. John's Record," "St. Joseph Lilies," "St. Mary's Chimes," "St.
Mary's Messenger," "St. Vincent Journal," "The Ros_e Technic," "The
\Vesleyan Transcript," and "The Viatorian."
i¢-◊◊◊◊◊9◊◊◊❖-◊-❖◊◊~¢-◊¢-◊❖-◊-❖ ~¢-◊¢-◊~◊◊◊◊❖-◊-❖ ~
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Frank
Luken, '72

Among the number of recent visitors.at Alma Mater
was Frank Luken, formerly of Cincinnati, but now
·of Chicago. He was much pleased to meet his old
teacher, Brother Edward Gorman, S. M., who is still very active as
superintendent of building and grounds here at the University. Mr.
Luken's memory of former professors, students and old spots on the
grounds was excellent. He remembered especially the old college
pump where the thirsty students would assemble after recreation
hours but the old pump has disappeared long ago to be replaced by
scores of sanitary drinking fountains.
Some of the members of his class are Rev. John Meade of \ Yells~
ton, Ohio, Rev. William Conway of Cincinnati, Rev. Joseph Pike of
Lebanon, Ky., Henry Wenstrup of Cincinnati, Ed Krnthaup of Cincinnati, and Charles Jones of Cincinnati.

Rev. Francis A.
Thill, '14

From the echoes of the Students' Mission Crusade
Convention held at the Catholic University early in
August. we hear that Father Thill was one of the
big men of the convention. He vvas elected secretary and treasurer
of the association and from one of the Catholic periodicals we quote
the following: "To Rev. Francis Thill goes the greatest commendation for the excellel1t manner in which he conducted the convention."

Theodore
Munchoff, '13

During the latter part of July Ted took a flying trip
to Dayton from his home town, Indianapolis. One
of the principal ohjectives of his trip was Alma
Mater. This was Ted's first visit to Dayton since several years. Dur-
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ing the war he sen-ed with the Aviation Corps ancl sa\\· serYice in all
parts of the States. Since his return from the army he has been in
the furniture bnsiness with his father in Indianapolis. \\Then he gan
us the call Ted, with an Indianapolis friend, ,vas on his way to VancouYer by auto. lf he eyer arrived we didn't hear. At the old school
he was especially delighted to see his former teachers, Bro. Fred Paff,
Bro. John Hall and Bro. John Tremmel. He also gave Father Sclmmacher a ca11 at Emmanuel Church, Dayton, and talked over the old
days of '12, '13 and 'l--1-. Teel took a tweh·e-year subscription to the
Exponent. Evidently he is counting on a long lease on life.
The Rev. John L. Ott, S. r-f., professor of English
and Managing Editor of the Exponent, during the
year, has been assigned to the Catholic High School,
Philadelphia, as vice-principal. He is succeeded in both capacities by
the Rev. John Gunzelman, S. M.
Bro. Peter J. l\Iaier, S. M., professor of mathematics in the freshman Engineering class, left Dayton after the annual retreat in July
for San Francisco where he is the ne\\' director of St. James High
School. Bro. Maier will he succeeded by Rro. Bernard Schad, S. :\T.,
recent!)· returned from the University of Frihourg, Switzerland.
!ho. Henr.1· J. Strickroth, S. l\T., comes to the University from
Elder 1-Iigh, Cincinnati, as prefect of the college di,·ision to succeed
Bro. Lawrence Boll, S. }l., now a member of the facult y of the Catholic High School, Philarlelphia.
One of the new teachers of the high schod faculty is Re,·. Ceorge
l\Ieinzinger, S. 1\I., recently ordained at the Uni,-ersity o{ Fribourg,
Switzerland.

Faculty
Changes

Charles J.
Sullivan, '18

1.\'hilst enrnnte from Sandusky. where he spent a
delightful ,·acation of se,·eral weeks, to his home
in Chattanooga, Charley stopped off at the old
school to giYe all his friends and professors a cordial handshake.
Since graduation frnm the high school in "1918 Charley has been attending the courses in Engineering at the lJniyer;;ity of Chattanooga.
Besides study. football and basketball ha,·e eng;1ged much of his atten t ion.

From Detroit

l\Iax Von '.VIach, B. A. 'lS and "Jack" Payette, H. S.
'18, after many blowouts and a long, \\·eary clri\'c
finalh· reached Dayton. Saturday, September 25, frnm Detroit. The\'
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spent Sunday morning at Alma Mater and in the afternoon motored
to the Queen City. Here is their latest history :
Max's first year in civil life after leaving the navy was spent with
the Detroit Journal as reporter. He is now business manager of the
Detroit Concrete Receptacle Co. His alumni friends will find him at
home at 201 Chicago Boulevard.
Jack was not fortunate enough to have any army or nayy experience. He is a salesman for the General Cigar Co. of Detroit. His
friends of the H. S. class of '18 can write him at his home, SO \Voodland Avenue.
Both Jack and Max expressed their great satisfaction at the many
improvements made at the University in the last two years.

Clerical
Alumni

Rev. Alphonse Schumacher, '13, sailed for Europe
the latter part of September and will. spend six
years in study at Innsbruck and Rome. On his return to the states Father Schumacher will be one of the professors at
the Cincinnati Seminary.
Rev. Robert J. Sherry, '14, is assistant pastor at St. Mary's
Church, Piqua. He gave us a call in the Exponent sanctum a short
time ago.
Rev. Francis Smith, '14, has been assigned to Holy Family
Church, Cincinnati, as assistant pastor.
ReY. Joseph Dick, '14, is the new assistant to Father Kessing of
St. Henry's Church, Cincinnati.
Rev. Francis A:. Thill, '14, is assistant to Father Gressle in the
direction of the Associated Charities of Cincinnati. Rev. Marcellus
\Vagner, '10, is another of St. Mary's alumni connected with this
work.
Rev. August Frische, S. M., of Chaminade College, St. Louis, informs us that Rev. Francis H. Schiller, '02, has been transferred from
the pastorate of the church of the Guardian Angels, Brinktown, Mo.,
to the church at New Haven, Mo.

Vacation
Callers

The latter part of July one of the Alumni from
Greenville, Miss., gave us a call. It was Geo. E.
Rigney, Jr., '15, and with him was his southern
bride of a few weeks. George is connected with the J. T. Ferguson
Co. of GreenYille, Miss.
Henry Niehaus, who attended St. Mary's in the eighties, came up
from N orwoocl, Ohio, to visit the scene of his former school clays.
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.-\nother student of the early eighties who gaYe us a call recently
was Mr. J. \'\'. Bannister of Cincinnati,. He resides at 752 Armory
AYenue.
The day Governor Cox made his speech of acceptance at the Fair
Grounds two out-of-town alumni, visiting Dayton for ·the occasion,
dropped in on us. They were Albert Peine, '06, of Brookville, Ind.,
and Charles Dietrich, '87, of Columbus, Ohio. This was the first visit
of Mr. Dietrich to St. Mary's in many years and he was quite agreeably surprised to note many changes at the old school.
Bill and Mrs. Slick were in the Qem Oity -shortly before the opening of school and they called at the University to see Bill's former
teachers. Since their marriage last year they reside in Cleveland.
Ludwig "Skin" Virant was seen on the University grounds September 8, the day school opened. He came to Dayton from his home
in Lorain, Ohio, to matriculate his younger brother Leo. Louie is
studying for the sacred ministry at the Cleveland Seminary.
The Younger
Set

Quite a few of the graduates of past years are taking up professional studies at some of the big universities. Norman Hochwalt, '17, and Clifford Weis,
'17, are in their last year of Medicine at Ohio State. Joe Moosbrugger, '19, and Joe Schaefer, '19, are doing post graduate work at Boston Tech in mechanical and chemical engineering work respectively.
Clair l\Iullin, '18, is a Junior Engineer at Notre Dame. Edwin Moosbrugger, '19, returned to Holy Cross for his sophomore year in the
Arts department. John Breen, '18, is in his Junior engineering year
at Cornell. This is Eddie Kuntz's third year at Yale where he is
studying economics. Carl Hahn, '18, has returned to the University
of Pennsylvania to take up his course in textiles. Clifford Stuhlmueller, '17, will finish his medical course at St. Louis University in
two more years.
Here is the story of the high school class of '20. _.\
goodly number returned to the University to follow
their college courses. They are enrolled in the various department,.;
as follows:
Freshman Engineering: James Burkhardt, Leo Collins, Edmund
Flowers, Harold Melia, James Rabbit, Lewis Sherer, John Supenski.
Francis Tsu, Alphonse Stelzer, Daniel ::\icCarthy, Maurice Aufderheide, Vhlliam Fritz, ·William Janning, V{illiam Johnson, "\Villmr
Kramer. Joseph Maloney, Edwin Rohr, and ,·arlcy Young. Richard
Steng-el, a graduate of the Los Angeles, Cal., high school, is also a
H. S. '20
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member of the Freshman class. Dick was a member of the class of
'20 until his departure for California last year.
Freshman Pre-Medics: Joseph Amersbach, Francis Clifford, Edward Richardson, Dominic Donisi, and Clarence Derby .
Freshman Arts: George D onovan, Vincent Maloney, Herbert
Dwy er, John Holtvoigt, Marcellus Pohlmeyer.
From Notre Dame, Ind., comes the news that Cyril Scharf, William Frischkorn, Paul Swint, Eugen e May!, Farrell J ohnston and
Francis V o n Beseler, are hard at work at the big Indiana school.
Ernest, " War Tax," Kirschten is following the law courses at De
Paul University, Chicago. As u sual Ernie is much interested in the
football schedule of his school. No trip to Fremont for you this year,
old boy.
At the University of Cincinnati we find another colony of the class
of '20. They are freshman pre-medics; Joseph Dedden s, Leonard
"Doc" Niesen, Louis Freeman and Edward Heile.
LeR,)y Gingerich is up in Chicago studying osteopathy. "Ginger" you'll be some "bone cracker" some day.
J os eph Schwind has gone to Co rnell and some day J oe will be
o ne of th e noted M. D's of the Gem City.
Thi s y ear you can address Eugene Busch at the Catholic University , \iVashington, D. C. F our years from now he expects t o attach
the degree of B. S. to his nam e.
Norman Jacques is following the co-operative course in the Engineering school of the University of Cincinnati.
Floyd Nietert is a freshman engineer at Ohio State and Edward
"Red" Graul is a student at Capital University, Columbu s.
Leonard "Fat" Strottner is foll owing the co-operative course in
Engin eering at Akron University and Edward \ ' an Arnhem is a
fre shm an engineer at Case in Cleveland.
The marriage of James Harrington, '10, and Miss
Blanche Dillon took place at St. Mary's Church,
Richmond, Ind., the latter part of August. The Rev. Walter Cronin
o fficiat ed at th~ ceremony. The new couple have made their home in
Richmond. Congratulations, Jim, to you and your bride, from Alma
Mater.

Wedding Bells

Pioneers

Early in September a unique celebration was held in
St. Michael ' s Church. Baltimore, Md. It was the
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fiftieth anniversan· of the arriYal of the Brothers of Mary in taking
m·er the direction of the parochial school. Bro. Damian Litz, with
eight other members succeeded the lay teachers of St. Michael's, September 1.2. 1870. Three of these pioneers, Bro. Philip Kleinhans,
Bro. Thomas Eichhorn and Bro. John Uphus are still living though
retired from active life. Bro. Philip was steward of the college for
ten years hut was retired · from active service four years ago. Bro.
Thomas has been the sacristan at the University chapel for the past
seven years. Bro. Philip went to Baltimore for the celebration where
he was the guest of honor. Bro. Francis Mayer, the present director
of the school, is former professor of the college. He is to be congratulated on the splendid school-spirit which he in no small manner
helped to create during his sojourn in the mounmental city and which
the golden jubilee so handsomely manifested.
Messrs. Carroll and George Hochwalt, B. Ch. E.,
'20, have put their "best foot forward" by offering to finance the purchase of the new edition of the monumental
work. "The Handbook of Organic Chemistry" by Beilstein which is
appearing in eight volumes. The first of these volumes sells here at
$15 and the second at $20. From these figures one can realize that
the "young uns" are measuring up to big size. \Ve take great pleasure in making public acknowledgment of their great generosity and
tangible interest. Incidentally, it ought to be made known that these
two gentlemen have organized the Lukor Chemical Products Company whose purpose 1s to make and sell special oils for rust prevention. If you are interested. drop them a line of inquiry.
The Chemistry Department is also indebted to Mr. John J. Kobe,
95 Madison Avenue, New York City. for a line of 120 generous samples of a wide variety of coal tar dyes. These constitute a valuable
acquisition for the Department and will prove of interest to the advanced student in this line of work. ·what adds to the credit of the
donor is the fact that he made this gift unsolicited and after a visit to
the lalJoratory during the yacation. Again, our heartfelt thanks!
Acknowledgments

It is with deep regret that we chronicle the death of
one of the Sophomore high students of last year,
Emmet Reese. His death occurred at the family residence in Dayt on, July 22, after a short illness of typhoid fenr. Ha Ying completed
the elementary education at Emmanuel School Emmet entered the
high school department of St. Mary's and during the two years spent
in our midst he won the good will and affection of professors and fel-

Obituaries
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low students by his docility and gentlemanly conduct. He was also
noted particularly for his kindness of disposition and geniality of
spirit. In one word he was a favorite with his classmates. Several
faculty members and a large representation of his classmates were
present at the funeral. He is survived by his parents and a brother
and sister. The Exponent in the name of the faculty and student-body
offers its sincerest sympathy to the bereaved family and we recommend the soul of our departed student to the prayers of the Exponent
readers.
We received notice of the death of one of the oldest of the Alumni,
John Cook of Akron, Ohio. He was a student at St. Mary's in 1859.
The following account of this departed Old Boy is given us by Bro.
Edward Gorman. The Brothers of Mary opened a college in Cleveland under the auspices of Bishop Rappe but the school not being sufficiently patronized was discontinued. Some of the boys came to Dayton and among the number were John Cook, John Weber, Bro. John
Henry, S. M., his brother, Rev. James Henry, and John McKinty.
e kindly request the prayers of our readers for our departed
alumnus.
Bro. E'dward also informs us that only a few of the boys of 1858
to '60 are still among the living. He gives us these names: Clemens
J. Ferneding of Dayton, Rev. James Henry of Cincinnati, John
Weber of Akron, Rev. Simon Weisinger of Columbus, Rev. Frank
Kirner of Pittsburg, and John T. Barlow of Dayton, who is the oldest
living member of the student-body of those pioneer days. Mr. Barlow came to St. Mary's in 1853. Bro. Edward was also a student at
the college at this time.

,v

"'( e desire also to request the prayers of our friends for the departed mother of one of the high school class of '20, Dominic Donisi.
Mrs. Donisi died at her home in Middletown, Ohio, September 10.
Her death was the result of heart failure. Dominic and two younger
brothers, Arthur and Frank, are students at the University this year.
The body of Edward H. Ruhl, '12, was laid to rest in St. Stephen's
Cemetery, Hamilton, Ohio, last July 22. He died April 9, 1919, of
tubercular peritonitis developed in the trenches at Verdun. The
funeral in St. Stephen's Church was very impressive. Duririg the
mass the simple army casket was covered with the American flag and
two soldiers acted as standard-bearers. The Rev. George ~Iayerhoefer paid a glowing tribute to the heroism of the deceased soldier.
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At the grave the last rites of the Church were performed and taps
were sounded by the bugler. With solemn words of farewell from his
soldiers in the American legion the casket was lowered into the grave.

T. J.P.
~~~~❖
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Collegiate Department
Senior Chemical Engineering-Mark Thompson, 97.
Senior Electrical Engineering-Walter Curtis, 98; Andrew K~ntz, 95.
Junior Chemical-Joseph Murphy, 94; Clemens Hellebush, 90.
Junior Electrical--Anthony Harvath, 98; Edward Finan, %.
Junoir Mechanical-Ralph Pauly, 94; J o hn Griesemer, 89.
Junior Arts-Herbert Abel, 98 ; Ray Kitsteiner, 98.
Sophomore Engineering~Elmer Steger, %; Alfred Poliquin, 94; Alvin Rabe,
92 ; Edward Winterhalter, 91.
Sophomore Pre-Medics-John Panos, 8; Victor Laughlin, 83.
Freshman Engineering-A-Rober Dill, 93; Matthew O'Boylan, 92; Louis
Maseharka, 91; Harold Carm:ony, 91.
Freshman Engincering-B-Frank Williams, 96; William J o hnson, 94; John
Paul, 94; John Hunzicker, 92.
Freshn1an Pre-Medics-Herbert Smith, 90; James O'Connor, 89; Clarence
Derby, 89.

High School Department
Fourth High-A-Joseph Koehler, 98 ; Lionel Bradmiller, 97; George Pflaum,
97; Ernest Lamoureux, 96.
Fourth High-B-Albert Zettler, 99; Paul Fox, 96; Carl Ramu s, 95; Joseph
Higgins, 95.
Third High-A-Vincent Koepnick, 98; Charch McGee, 97; George Krug, 96;
Maurice Reichard, 95; John Schneider, 95.
Third High-B-Edwin Van Leunen, 97; Albert Tischer, 96; Richard Bettinger,
95; Charles Himes, 92.
Third High-G-Martin Murphy, 98; Edwa rd Keefe, 95; Charles Falkenbach,
91; Roy R omes, 91.
Second High-A-Louis Schulze, 99; Joseph Unger, 99; Herman Brunner, 98;
Walter Paul, 97.
Second High-B-John Price, 97; Ralph Sherer, 95; Louis Stuhldreher, 95; Urban Wimmers, 95.
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Second High-C-Eugene Guswiler, 96; · Jerome Gibson , 93 ; Herman Reb oulet,
93; Erwin Besch, 92.
Second High-D,-Joseph Scott, 94; Roy Minnerup, 92; Lawrence Staub , 92;
X o rbert Stechschulte, 92 ; Harold Kappeler, 92.
First High-A-William Ferrel, 97; Edward Haft, 95; Theodore Fritschler, 94;
Albert Schreck, 93.
First High-B-Louis Podesta, 95; Francis Owen s, 94 ; Robert Seizer, 94 ; Paul
Stichweh, 94; James Tancred, 94.
First High-C-DeWitt Ashton, 95; Cletus Corbett, 92 ; John McBride, 92;
William Buerk, 92 ; Richard Schneble, 92.
First High-D-Louis Gitsinger, 97; James Sherman, 93; Thomas Gallagher,
91; Robert Valiquette, 91.
First High-E-Cyril Stein , 99; Harold Deis, 94 ; Humbert Zimmer, 93 ; Paul
Buckley, 91.

Business Department
Second Busine ss-James O ' Meara, 87; Ray Ostendorf, 86; John Cogan . 86.
First Business-William Westbrock, 95 ; Thoma s Gilfoil, 94; Clifford Theobald, 94: Wilfred Sherman , 92; Ralph Weidner, 92.
Eighth Grade-Clifford Magley, 93: Alan A. John son, 92 ; William Kehm , 90;
George Howell, 89.

Enrollment

The year 1920-1921 opens a new era in the history o.f what
was formerly St. Mary College, but now the University of
Dayton . Despite the fact that the elementary department was suppressed at
the close of the last scholastic year the opening of the 1920-1921 term finds
the classes of the new University taxed to their full capacity.
The enrollment in the high school department has nearly reached the 6(X)
mark, whilst that of the collegiate department shows a noted increase over
the pa st year. The enrollment here is about 175, and o f this number 70 are
freshmen . Thi s is the largest freshman college class in the history of the
big Dayton school.
Resident students o f former years when calling at the University will no
longer ask for student s of the fir st, second, third or fourth division, but kindly
remember their new appellations, Freshman High Divisio n, Sophomore High,
Junior High, and Senior High Division.

First Masses

The Feast of the Holy Name of Mary, September 12, was
celebrated with unusual solemnity in the University chapel.
Rev. George J. Meinzinger, S. M ., recently ordained at 'Fribourg, Switzerland,
was the celebrant. The vice-president, Re v. F. J. Kunnecke, S. M ., was deacon,
and Father May, S. M, was sub-deacon. The sermon of the day was preached
by Father K,'u nnecke. He chose as his subject: "You have not chosen me
but I have chosen you," and then proceeded in a very el oquent way to show
that the vocation to the holy Pri esthood is a divinely appointed one.
On Sunday, September 26, the Rev. John C. Gunzelman, S. M., celebrated
his first Solemn High Ma s s in the University chapel. Father Gunzelman was
a s sisted by the President . Rev. Joseph A. Tetzlaff, as deacon and Rev. Clement l. \Vulf, S. M., as sub-deacon. The President in his sermon explained
how the priest is an ambassador, a mediator, an alter Christus . Father
Meinzinger has been app ointed professor of languages in the High School De-
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partment, and Father Gunzelman will hold the ch,iir of English in the College
of Arts.
In the name of the faculty and students, the Exponent extends hearty
congratulations to the se newly ordained members of the faculty. "Ad multos
annos."
The Second Annual Retreat for our "O ld Boys" was held
at the Cniversity June 21 to 24. Rev. Lawrence Yeske,
S. M., Director of the Normal School at Mt. St. John, was again Retreat
Master.
The college authorities feel ass ..ired that the number of the se retreatants
will increase each year.
Laymen's Retreat

The non-resident students will haYe e,·e ry opportunity to
assis t at th e H lo ly Sacrifice of the Mass every mornmg
A faculty member has
during the scholastic year.
been appointed to encourage this work and no doubt, many new students
will profit by this opportunity ope n to them.
Daily Mass
League

The Resen- e Officers' Training Corps under the able direction of Maj o r James R. Hill, has been successfully reorganized. Some 350 students have already been grouped into companies and
the regular schedule drill has begun. The students who have successfully
completed the course of the past year will as sist the Major in drilling the
recruits.
An advanced training in minor tactic s, map reading, machine guns, automatic rifle s, grenades and in fact, all of the varierl phases of infantry training will be gi\'en to advanced student s. All the second year men will be
tested for positions from corporal to captain and in two or three weeks, there
will be permanent appointments to the grades of non-commissioned officers .
The entire corps has already recei,·ed new uniforms free of charge. Caps
were furnished instead of hats. Each student receives for his use during the
year a pair o f woolen breeche s, a woolen coat, a belt, cap, necktie, three
flannel shirts, a pair of leggins, a pair o f s hoes, and the neces sa ry collar and
cap ornaments.

R. O. T. C.

The following st ud ent s of the University of Dayton attended the Reserve Officers' Training Corps camp at
Camp Cu ster during the summer: J. C. Dach. L. F. ~\. Bradmiller, C, H.
Brown, H ; A. Dwyer, M . H . Eikenberry , L Glynn , R. C. Glynn, F. J . Hagen ,
L. L. Hemberger, S. J. Holz, E. L. Koehnen, K. T. Lause, E. R. :-Jolan, J.
Noriega, A. J. O ' Byrne, M . .-\. O'Donnell, E. A. Platten, E. H. Richardson.
L . Schlipp , L. Strottner. 'vV. L. Sullivan, H. Wagner. R. J. \Vhalen , R C.
Wintermeyer. They a ll successfu lly completed the course prescribed and
most of them are back at the Cni,·er sity this :vear and will be used as assistant instructor s 111 the R. 0. T . C. w ork.
At Camp Custer

Cla ss A of 1920 o f th e High School Department elected
cla ss offi:cers at a meeting held September 14, 1920. l\'orbert Hellman of Covington. Ky .. was elected pres ident; Rollins McCriff of
Dayton, Ohio, "ice-president, !rnd Li on el Bradmiller of Dayton, Ohio, secretary.

Senior High-A
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The College
Sodality

The first meeting of the collegiate branch of the Sodality
of the Immaculate Conception was held Friday evening,
October 1. Thirty-six members attended the meeting and
were welcomed by the moderator, Bro. William Beck.
For the coming year Ralph Pauly was elected president; Raymond Schmitter, vice-president; Stephen Emmerick, secretary, and John Griesemer, elector.
The new officers all promised to do their best in promoting the work of the
Sodality.
Walter Curtis made a forceful comparison showing the relative value of
the body and souL In conclusion he called attention to the fact that besides
an individual's philosophy, action also is necessary for man to reach eternal
salvation.
The moderator emphasized the ideas of Mr. Curtis by a few interesting
incidents. He closed his remarks by hoping that the members would show
their active interest in the Sodality, and that the work of this year would be
even more profitable to the spiritual welfare of the sodalists than the exemplary work accomplished by the different sections of the Sodality last year.
STEPHEN MALONEY.

The News
Scholarship

The Dayton Daily I\; ews is the author of three scholarships granted to a graduate from each of the three high
schools of Dayton. This scholarship includes all expenses
for the first year of college work and tuition and fees thereafter. The feature
that all expenses will not be paid for the entire four years' college course
shows that the News did not establish the scholarship as a charity affair, but
as a legitimately earned reward for diligent effort.
The granting of the scholarships in the three high schools was determined
by a committee of faculty members appointed by the authorities of the schools.
The committee to determine the granting of the scholarship at the University
consisted of Rev. George Renneker, Bro . Louis Reimbold and Bro. Thomas
Price.
The scholarship was granted to Harold Melia of Dayton, Ohio.

The Chapel of
This beautiful new chapel on the third floor of Chaminade
St. Margaret Mary Hall, was made possible by the generous contributions of
friends and benefactors of the University of Dayton. The
Alacoque
President and faculty wish to extend their sincerest thanks
to these kind friends both in their own name and in the name of the Sisters
who are expected to arrive at the University in the near future to take over
the direction of the infirmary and the domestic department of the University.
The Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart have their mother house at
Reading, Pa. They conduct schools and hospitals in the archdiocese of Philadelphia and also in the Middle West. At Columbus, Ohio, they are in charge
of the domestic department of the Pontifical College of the J osephinum. The
Sisters are assured a courteous welcome both from the faculty and studentbody of the University.
University Extension Courses

With the month of October the University Extension
courses will be opened to gentlemen who desire to continue their education in philosophy, sociology and English.
A diploma from a standard high school will be required for admission. For
further information apply to the Registrar, University of Dayton.
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K. of C.
Night School

Willia m M. Carroll, Grand Kni g ht o f the Dayton Council,
Knight s o f Columbu s, has made arrangement s with the
President of the University of D a yton to hold enning
cour ses for the ex-sen-ice m en under th e au spices of th e K . of C. a nd under
the joint directio n of the Kni g hts and the Cninrsity.

Lyceum Course
arra nged hy
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,
Monday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,

A very interesting Lecture Cours e is promised to the students for the coming sea,on if we judge by th e program
Bro. Louis Reimbold, S. M.
O ct . 19-Cheney Concert Co mpany.
N ov. 9-\\' ins lo w Concert Co mpany.
N 1ov. 30----;Francis Hendry, Entertainer.
Dec. 20.-James Francis O 'D o nnell, Impe r so nator.
Jan. 11-l\" ation a l Male Quartette.
Feb. 1-Poluhni and Comp a ny-the Man o f Mystery.

M1ovies

.-\ new feature of th e M o vi es is the Prizma or col o red picture s. Bro . Joseph \Vie sman , S. M ., who ha s been in
charge of pro curing the reels these past few years, intends to continue his
in structive and entertainin g Sunday ev enin gs by giving us the best that can
be thrown on the screen .

Freshman
Division

Friends of the Fre shman Di\·isio n will be interested in
reading of a hike th e boys took to Mt. St. John on September 23 . Mt. St. John, the Normal School of the
Brothers of Mary, is situated five miles east of Dayton. The boy s left the
h ome grounds at 12:45. Th e day wa s perfect with a slight breeze blowing.
At 2:30 the hikers arrived at Mt. St. John and after a re st they were ready for
a fi ne swim in the natatorium erected during the past y ear. Diving for coins
pitched into the pool was interesting for all whilst profitable for a few. In
a swimming race, William Lukaswitz of Dayton, was first, Craig Cronin of
Cincinnati, second, and Frank Owens of Cincinnati, third. Cyril Stein of Columbus, won the race for swimming under water.
Swimming always giHs boys a real appetite so a lunch of hot frankfurter
sandwiches, ice cream and candy was served in the refecto ry. No urging was
required for the youngster s to partake eagerly of the appetizing lunch.
At 4:15 the boys started homeward. A new featur e o f the hike was that a
kind-hearted farmer gave the boys a lift. Tired y oun gs ters sat on the hard
planks in perfect comfort swinging their legs to tunes of their own compositio n. Too soon, however, the farmer came to a turning of the road. It was
near six o'clock when the group of Univer sity building s was seen fr o m the top
of the hill. Many a foot-sore plodder wished bedtime had come. Sl eep that
night added another comfort.
CLETUS CORBETT.
On Wedne sday, September 29, an election of officers for
the year 1920-1921 took place. Joseph Back wa s elected
president, and H'erman Brunner secretary. Committees
t o take care of the welfare of the Division were appointed.
The boys took a hike out to Hills and Dales on Thursday, September 23,
to witness a game between Chicago and Indianapoli s in the Mid-we stern Polo
Tournament. It was the fi rst chance th a t some of them had to see a real

Sophomore
High Division
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Polo game and therefore much interest prevailed.
Mr. G. ]. Barry of Sandusky, Ohio, sent a bushel of peaches to his son,
Francis, to be distributed among the boys. The Prefect and the Division wish
to thank Mr. Barry heartily for his generosity.
JOHN P . PRICE.
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v ARSITY

PROSPECTS

On returning to school the "U'" Students were agreeably surprised to find
that Nelson Talbott of Yale fame had accepted the position of head coach at
the l:niversity of Dayton and that Al Mahrt, best "quarter" in this neck of
the woods was his assistant. Spirit ran high when first practice was called
two days after the students' arrival. Talbott's pointed and "pep" inspiring talk
to the forty Varsity candida.tes put the boys in the best spirit for the first
practice.
The next day, decked in nifty uniforms the squad went to work with a
"Yim" that characterized the olden days. Heat did not bother them, only one
thing was in their mind, that of building up an eleven that would do honor to
the new University of Dayton.
Coaches Talbott and Mahrt have quite a problem on hand to pick a squad
from the material on hand. Eight of last year' s regulars are back. Capt. Joe
Holscher, "Rookie' 'Summers, Billet, Grie smer, Miller, Schmitter, Walsh, and
Shomaker, with the probable addition of Faas and Dwyer, lost stars of the
1918 squad.
Some fine material is on hand to fill in the vacancies. Ferrara of last
year's squad, Supenski, a star linesman of last year's high school team, Amershach, Withrow, Wietzel, Maloney, Fogarty, Kuhn and Sayre all look good.
Nels Sullivan, a light, but speedy man from Huntington, Indiana, made a favorable impression. All these and many others are just full of the good old
''pep" that make things boom. The boys will face the heaviest schedule any
St. Mary's squad ever faced, a schedule more than an average team can handle.
Due to the very late booking most of the games will be played on the road.
Hooking is already on the way for the 1921 schedule and Kenyon College fro~1
Gambier, Ohio, a conference team, is already as good as lined up . Some pep
to the management!
The following is the belated 1920 schedule:
~ ( , . . ,/
Oct. 2-Center College at Danville, Ky. <!:,-M/1.Oct. 9-St. Xavier at Cincinnati. :I.I)- (,
Oct. 16-St. Ignatius at Cleveland. / 7 - 0
Oct . 23-Muskingum at New Concord, Ohio.
Oct. 30---Open.
Nov. 6-Wilmington College at Dayton.
N ov. 13-Georgeto~n College at Georgetown, Ky.
Nov. 20-Open.
·
Xov. 27-Alumni at Dayton.
All luck to the 1920 squad who have enough pep to beat the world . Nothing like good old "pep" and clean sport.
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Our Coach

Talk about work! ~'ell just take a trip to the C . of Dayton gridiron during th e squad football practice and you
will see it . ~elson Talbott is the man on the job, a man that attains what he
wants by a kind but yet fi rm ancl det ermined method of tutoring. ~ o t one
word of complaint goes out aga in st the first t:. of D. footba ll mentor as all
recognize hi s great ability and experience. Probably all know that "Buel" captained the famous Yale machine of 1912. that he assisted in coaching Ya le for
a season or two, that he is coaching what may be considered the best driller
football outfit in this county, the Dayton Triangles. \N e are sure of one thing,
that ou r coach stands by him s elf as a "Man of Football" and that we can su rely
h ope for th e best with him at the helm. .\11 success to our head coach and the
squad he is tutoring.
Much , if not all of the added pep an<l enthusiasm in our
Varsity ath letic s can be unhiasedly ascribed to ou r new
athletic director, Bro. H enry J . Strickroth . He is far from being a st1·anger
in athletic circles. The Champio n Elder High Quintet of which Bro . Henry
was chief mentor wore undisputed the coart laurels of the Queen City for four
consecutive years. These youthful ch arges of our new director achieYed the
e:nviable rec o rd of 108 wins ou t of 11 9. Last year 15 consecutiY c wins was
their proud boast until they hit the Gem City and bowed in defeat t o the
wearers of the red and blue. That Bro. Henry ha s the pu sh and pep that will
put U. of D. in the runnin g for athletic honors v-. e have 11 0 doubt. Success to
you and the tea ms you will direct.

Our Pep

Our Captain

If you want to see a spu nky leader, boys, just siz e up Joe
Hol sc h er, the first l;n iYe rsity of Dayton football captai n.
Joe will be a "bear" this year as thi s seaso n makes J oe's la st appearance in
the dear old College game . Boys, I guess you know that Joe is a Senior in
the Electrical Engineering Department and that he sets a pace both in ,tuclies
and sports.
"Rookie"
Summers

Who never ·heard of " Rookie?" At College quite a number of years, he was g reen, never pushing him self to the
front but still gettin g there by hi s great all-rouncl athletic
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ability, and abundance of "gray matter." If you want to put brains into a
combination, hire good old Russ, always there in a pinch and always finding
ways to cheer the boys along by his abundance of "pep."

Our New
Football Manager

The U. of D. is going about things with a spirit that spells
success. The 1920 season was really inaugurated when at
a meeting of the Athletic Board, Edward Finan was named
Football Manager for 1921. Eddie is already on the job and has St. Ignatius
as opener in Dayton. Kenyon College, a conference team has also replied .
Miami and Denison are being corresponded with for games in the Gem City.
Dayton Alumni and Alull1\ni from nearby towns take notice and watch for the
,chedule in an early number of the Exponent. We're after the Big Ones, lads,
and just watch our 1921 squad
U. of D.-13
Coach Talbott's trammg and the pep of the team carried
Ohio Northern-7 them to victory over the heavy Ohio Northern U. at Ada
in the opening fray of the seaso.n. It was a hard-fought
victory and the team certainly deserves full credit especially when it is taken
into consideration that they have been practicing only a week. The following
is an account of the game taken from the Dayton Journal:
"The University of Dayton defeated Ohio Northern University here in a
bitterly fought game by the score of 14 to 6. The visitors took the lead in the
first period when "Hank" Griesmer blocked a punt, and \Valsh fell on the ball
behind the goal posts for a touchdown. Summers failed at goal, giving the
Dayton eleven a lead of six points.
"Ohio Northern came back desperately in the second quarter, and was rewarded with a touchdown that was the outcome of a fluke pass. Northern
kicked the goal, putting them ahead by a single point.
"In the third period neither side could gain with any consistency, and not a
single first down was made. Dayton opened with a rush in the fourth period
and a forward pass, Summers to Faas, carried the ball well into N orthern's territory. Here the local team's defense stiffened and Dayton lost the ball on
ended a few minutes later in midfield."
"The visitors, however, were not to be denied. A 30-yard dash by Knechtges again brought the ball within striking distance of N orthern's goal line, and
Billett eventually fought his way across for a touchdown. Supenski followed
with the goal from touchdown that brought Dayton's total to 14. The game
ended a few minutes later in midfield.

"The lineup:
Dayton U. (13)
Position
Ohio Northern (7)
Dwyer ........... . ......... ... ..... L. E .. . ........ . ......... .. .. Calhurman
Holscher (C.) ......... . ............ L. T ........................ . .... Shoup
Walsh ............................. L. G .............................. Segal
Miller ........... . . . .. . .............. C ................................. Seitz
Griesmer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. G. . . . . . . .... .. ........... .. .. Sichles
Supenski ....... ... ........... . . . .. R. T .......... . ................. Hanson
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Knechtges ........................ R. E ............................. Vanuum
Fogarty ..................... . ...... Q ........... : ....... . ........... Harper
Billett. ...................... .... R. H ... . ............... . ........... Elaley
Summers ................. . ....... L. H . . ... . .......... . ............ Sawyer
Faas .......... . ................... F. B ............................. H ufinger
"'Substitutions-Dayton U.: Sullivan for Fogarty, Johnson for Sullivan,
Fogarty for Johnson, Schmitter for Knechtges, Farrer for Billett; Ohio Northern: Coeni for Huffinger; H'uffinger for Coeni, Lewis for Huffinger, Harper
for Lewis, Donnell for Calhurman, Koenwallare for Shoup . Referee -Trautman, 0. S. U. Umpire-Clark, Kenton."
0

Andy Kuntz has certainly giYen the new U. of D. a schedule to be proud of, the hardest any team of the school has
ever faced. His perse\'ering efforts have helped to make
things successful. Too bad we lose .-'l.ndy next year. Always an earnest
worker for the benefit of things in general , our friend has been particularly
acti\'e in athletic lines. Wei), Andy, here's hoping your successor meets with
the same success and even accomplishes greater things than you have.
H . J. S.

Our Present
Manager

HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETICS
What the High School would do on the gridiron this season was a subject of rather much discussion on and about
the campu;, prior to the initial practice. \Vith practically all the regulars gone,
Boggan and Puig-excepted, the prospects were far from being bright. The 30
to 40 candidates, however, that answered the season·s call revealed some excellent new material. As we go to press, the backfield looms up rather formidable with Joe Bach calling the signals and Capt. Boggan, Aman and Leo
Virant hitting the line. Mc Griff, the crack marksman of our R. 0. T. C., is a
bear 011 charging and most probably will do the snapping of the oval. "Tex"
Puig, Crow and "Red" Hagan look good at the flanking positions, while Zettler, French, O'Grady and Strosnider promise well 011 the line.
Prospects
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"Al"

With such prom1s111g material, Al Mahrt is rounding into
shape a team that bids fair to equal if it does not excel
that of last year. The school certainly considers itself fortunate in sec uring
the services of such a valuable coach as Al Mahrt. Who in Dayton or in the
Middle Vv' e st has not heard of Al's prowess on the grid, first as a varsity star
of S. M. C., later as one of the mainstays of the famous Cadet eleven and now
as quarter and captain of the strong Triangle squad. To see Al in action is to
see an ideal football player, one of the best that has ever donned a uniform.
Al at quarter is an indispensable cog in the great white and blue machine that
ranks with the Canton Bulldogs, Massillon Tigers and Cleveland Panthers.
Always cool, always collected, Al pilot s his team and hurls the sphere with
the unerring accuracy that rivals a Dorias pass. And then Al is a stone wall
on defense, clipping the opposing interference and checking the almost frantic
onrush to cross the line. Success to you, Al, and to your charges .

.

"Bill" Johnson

Although a uniYersity man, Bill of Rangaboo fame has
not lost his love for the High School. Bill , as manager is
fast rounding into ,hape a schedule that will give the Highs a crack at some
of Ohio's best gridders.
J. V. T .

DIVISION ATHLETICS
The Junior Highs ,)f the l:niversity of Dayton have inaugurated their football season for the coming year.
Twenty-five candidates answered Coach Boggan's call. This number includes
five letter men from last y<"ar, and some promising new material. The Juniors
will have a heavy line, and a fast snappy hackfieid. The following players
will represent the team:
Ends: Falkenhach, Gill, Murphy. Tackles: Strosnider, Yearling, French.
Guard s: Miller, Schulte, Thesing. Center : McBride. Quarter: Amorosi. Full :
Austin. Halves: Aldrich, Chester, Ryan and Doppes.
With this splendid array of football material Coach Boggan assures the
division that he wil! turn out a team that will do justice to them . Manager
Doppes has arranged a stiff schedule for the Juniors. who hope to go through
the season with. a clean slate. and as in former years, turn out a winning team.
ROBERT E. ]. CHESTER.
Juniors

Sophs

Thirty youthful· candidates enthusiastically responded to
the grid call issued by Coaches Virant and Puig. With
several veterans of Prep fame as nucleus for the rather promising new material, the high ~chool'~ husky fullback expects to turn out an eleven that will
competently meet Joe Bach's stiff schedule. A football league is likewise
planned for the Division, pending permits from home.
JOHN P . PRICE.

Freshies

Although the Freshies will not be represented on the gridiron, their athletic prowess will not lie dormant during the
long fall and winter months. Their new and active prefect, Bro. Victor Knoer,
has not been slow in organizing a soccer league and instilling that almost unbounded enthusiasm that has characterized similar enterprises among our
younger element in the past.
CLETUS CORBETT.
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FROLICSOME

FOLLY
RALPH

DOOLEY

Two questions I have pondered
Since but a little child,
''Where did Victor Hugo?"
And "\Vhat made Oscar Wilde?"

"Today we will take up a ,·ery dry subject," remarked the Chemistry
Prof.-''narnely, alcohol."

"Black were her eyes as the berries that grow
side,",-But alas! So wa, her complexion.

011

the thorn hy the \Yay-

We know a bird \\·ho i,n't afraid of work-in fact he can lie right down
beside it, and go to sleep.
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VERS LIBRE
October has come
And
We're getting some
Darn fine winte; weather.
The broads
In the grandstand
Can chirp no more
"Ainty cute?"
Or
"H1ow Brave·!"
For their teeth
Will be beating
A lively
Tattoo.

A N!EW ONE
A little pickaninny came into the drug store at ~iddletown and asked.
for a cake of soap.·
"Do you want it scented?" he was asked by the clerk.
"Naw, suh," he answered. "Ah'll take it wid me."

"I stand about as much sltow," remarked the down-trodden freshie, "as
Lloyd George selling English Flags in the heart of Belfast!"

HE..ENE'!'S
CAPE-

You can't beat
it for style
THERE'S a free
and easy swing
to this coat; a
careless hang that
young men like they know what we
mean too
Any number of
other good ones by

Hart Schaffner
& Marx
priced right too
Have us show you
the new ones for fall
' '"llHiS-hl 1920 Hart Schaffner & l\Iarx

28-30 East Third Street
The

Home

of

Hart

Schaffner

&

Marx

Clothes

................ ................. ........................................ ............ .-...•-•··•-•··•-•··•··•..•··•-· ...•..•~·•. ..........__
~

Chicago Packing House Products
C . N. ST EM PER, Wholesale Distributor

CHOICE CUTS from assortment of World's Biggest Packus.
NO MEATS REHANDLED
Packing house Refrigeration Direct to You.

Libby's California Canned Fruits
Canned Meats, Pickles and Condiments
Swift & Company's Soap Stock, Chips,
Soda and Toilet Soap
Home 13738-PHONES-Bell Main 2898

P. 0. Box 607

Office- PHILLIPS HOTEL

.............................................................. ....._.................................................................. ...................

THE HOMESTEAD
Loan and Savings Ass'n
Assets $1,900,000.00

5%
Paid on Deposits

"SAVE BY MAIL"
We Sol'citYour Inquiry
CJ. F. O.\VISSON, Sec reiery
ELLIS J. FINKE, Asst Secretary

7th Floor U. B. Building

Dayton, Oh.io

•••••••H· ........••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••......... - ..... ••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•..••••••• .. ••••.. ••••..••••••••••••••••.
Bell East 2800

Home Phone 2688

The Dayton Lumber and
lVIanufacturing Co.
LUMBER
LATH AND SHINGLES
Manufacturers of

Doors, Sash, Blinds and All Kinds of Mill Work
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. 9 .......................................................................... .

an•"'· ue,•••"•n••••-•-· .................. _................. ..,.-. .,_._. . . . . -...

♦•••• ...
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Store Your Goods with UsTrack facilities on the Pennsylvania Railroad and in direct connection with all other roads leading into Cincinnati.
Capacity 1,000,0JO cubic feet

The Cincinnati Ice Mtg. & Cold Storage Co.
THE LEADING COLD STORAGE OF THE MIDDLE WEST
Canal 4817 Office
TELEPHONES: Canal 5172 lo d
O
C ana l 5173 J r ers n 1Y
417 E. Court
F. X. KRU G . Pr"s and Gen Mgr
G. F ABRAHAM, Secy & T reas

Sreet

CINCINNATI, OHIO

.................. .. ................ .. . .. ........ >-................................. .. . .. ........................................................... .
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When in need of new Glasses or
repaus are necessary on the
old glasses, visit

117 South Ludlow

OPTICIANS

............................................ ....-... ....-.. . ............................................................................................

Men's High Grade
Oxfords
Calfskin

- $10.00
Russian Calf $12.50
Russian Calf Brogue $14.00
Cordovan $15.00

Simes
2:.l WEST FOURTH STREET

F I SH
PO U LTRY

SIFFERMAN'S
45

. J effer on Street

OFFICE HOURS:

8

A,M, TO

DAYTON, OHIO
12

M.

BELL MAIN

5380

1 P.M,

TO 5 P.M.
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

DR. F. J. GAYNOR
Dentist
CoR. BROWN AXD WARREN

STS.

ENTRANCE WARREN STREET SIDE

DAYTON, OHIO

BAKER'S
HARDWARE STORE
Southwest Corner Fifth and Jackson Streets
Main 836-TELEPHONES-Home 2336

.

......._...-...-•--•-•..•··•"•-•-•-•-•··•··•-·---•-•-·-... -•-•-•-•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•·· ·-·-··.......,._.,_...._. .

The F. A. Requarth Co.

i

MILL WORK, LUMBER
and BUILDING MATERIAL

!

Monument Ave . and Sears St .

.

• •·---•-•··•··•-•-•··•-e:--....... ..... . -
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Both Pho•<'
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THE POEPPELMEIER CO.
FOR

61 Floor Varnish and Colors
Anchor Paints
WALL PAPER- LINOLE UM-WINDOW SHADES
41 2- 418 Wa yne Avenue

Both Ph ones

•·•---·--·--· --... . .. ...... . .......... . ..--•-•·.. .. ........... .............
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YES-There is a big difference in MEATS
INSIST ON THE QUALITY PRODUCTS

;

!

ii
f

!
!

+
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i
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THE WM, FOCKE'S SONS CO.
BEST BY TEST

Kettle Rendered Lard, Beef
Veal and Hotel Cuts, High
Grade Sausages, Mild-Cured
Hams and Bacon.
WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE
BOTH PHONES

1004-1006 E. Fifth St.
BRANCH

East Springfield Street
PACKI NG HOUSE

Hollencamp's

SOD A
In All Assorted Flavors and the Very Best
Just phone us what you want and
we will deliver to you

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

''Golden Glow''

''Dark Cream''
VERY

REFRESHIN G

The Hollencamp Products Co.
Bell Main 433 - - P HON ES - - Home 2433

................-~ .....·----•-•··•··•··•· •··•··•··•-•-•-•-....-•-•-·-···•··•··•··•··•··•-•··, --•-•·........ .....·--·
•. ~

A GOOD WORDIs Heard on Every Side About our "Sepia Portraits"

Successors to the Bowersox Studio

Dayton, Ohio

137 Canby Building

..·------·-----··
·------·•--•-•-•-•~-•-·
•
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Beautiful Photographs!

i

NONE BETTER

!
t
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AT

SMITH BROS.
DAYTON, OHIO

18 EastFourth Street

..........................................................
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Our Line of

Sporting Goods

I

Pleases the Athletes at St. Mary's
College. No Better Goods Made.
Send for Catalog

The Draper &. Maynard Co.
PLYMOUTH. N. H .
• •-·••••--••••--•----••••oo·••••••••••••••••••H•... •••·••· •••·-••__....... .............___._....... ____... _..........- --·----..... -·-· .

Robert Colburn

Ben Westbrock

THE POPULAR

718 South Wayne Ave.

Barber

Auto Equipment for
Weddings and Funerals

UNDERTAKER

Extensive limousine service for weddinp

Union Avenue and Brown Street

Office Phones:
Home-2485
Bell-E 485

Res. Phones:
Home--4142

Bcll-E2075

..

.......--•··•-•-•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•··•-•-•-- -•-•-•··•··•··•··•··•-•··•··•..•..•··•-•-•··•··· ..-...........Home Phone 3441

Bell Main 441
Bell Main 835

The Red Wing Corporation Co.
t

T

ii ''Red Wing'' Ice Cream

.i·--................ ... ........ ..............................._.__
_

· ·-•··•--·............... .

--•-•··•··•··•··•··•··•..•··•..•··•.. ..•..

EAT

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST ON EARTH
Manufactured only by

THE. DAYTON BISCUIT COMPANY
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

• •-•-•·••-•- ··· ..··•·H......... _........... ••••-••·•H·-·-•-------·-.....-...,.,.,........... _._.,.•__._.__......--.-.......... .

W. J. Sherer Co,npany
25 Perrine St.
DAYTON, OHIO
Bell Phone 3893

Interior Decorators

... . .________. ...........-......................................-.......... ----•-•··----. . .....................................____....................
Leonard B. Witte

Jos. H. Tegenkamp

CATHOLIC LIBRARY STORE
Dealers in

Prayer Boohs, Religious Articles, Pictures
Importers of Vestments, Laces, Banners, Chalices,
Ostensoria, Etc. Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,
Charcoal, Tapers, Etc. Mission Supplies.
411 E. Fifth St.

Home Phone 11199

DAYTON, OHIO

There's a differenceYou can't tell much about paint by looking in a
can of it.
Mostly, the cheap paint looks best.
But there is a big difference in paints.
We'll
be glad to show you why it's more than a difference of opinion .

Lowe Brothers Paint Store
Both Phones

110 East Third Street

Bell Main 8046

Home Phone 2906

ATTENTION:

"YE UNIVERSITY MEN"
LET THE

"No Odor Cleaning Co."
DO YOUR

Cleaning Pressing and Repairing
1152 S. BROWN ST.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

The Reynolds & Reynolds Co.
Manufacturers
TABLETS, COMPOSITION AND
STENOGRAPHERS'
NOTE BOOKS

The John A. Murphy Co.
COAL
ASHLAND SOLVAY

COKE

PADS and SCHOOL PAPERS
OF ALL KINDS
DAYTON,

Omo

Try Our Service

The fuel without a fault

Main Office, 227 S. Wilkinson St.

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER TO ANY PART OF CITY
FREE OF CHARGE
Bell Phone Main 8562
Home Phone 4H9

SACHS SHOE HOSPITAL
H. S. SACHS, Proprietor

For Quality Shoe Repairing at

NO HIGHER PRICES
PROMPT SERVICE OUR SPECIALTY
109 South Jefferson Street

Dayton, Ohio

Bell Main 493
Home 2493

Builders'
Hardware

Home Phone 2700
Bell Main 700

Lewis Kette
Will E. Kelle

H.ETTE BROS.

A SPECIALTY

CANDIES
Fruits, Syrups and Specialties

Lawn Mowers
Lawn Rollers
Garden Hose
Screen Doors
and Windows
Chicken
Netting
and
Fly Screen

17

SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

DAYTON, OHIO

The W. L Adamson Co.
WHOLESALE
GROCERS

TOOLS AND CUTLERY

THE G. W. TISCHER CO.
34 N. Main St.

444 East Third Street

Dayton, Ohio

DAYTON, OHIO

Complimentary

. ........................ ......... . .. ....................... . .
__
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THE DRINK THAT HITS THE SPOT

Finest Quality
Blend A Coffee

GREEN
RED

CAN

S. E. Corner Second and Walnut Sts.
101 to 117 East Second Street

,

i!
t

!
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f

___. .. ... ...... ..... .......................................... .!

CINCINNATI, OHIO

....... . . ..... . .... . . . . .. .-... . . ......... . . ...... . . . . .......__.....
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~

CAN

THE JANSZEN GROCERY CO.
Bell Phone Main 832
Connects all Departments

.i

..,

_

_ .,

AS THOUSANDS HAVE MADE

Olt's Superba and Vita Cream
Their favorites among Malt Beverages-

SO WILL

OLT'S
ROOT BEER
PROVE IT::i POPULARITY BECAUSE OF ITS
SUPERB QUALITY

uThe Taste Tells the Tale"

•_..............-.. . -•·•. ...__........ ........ .. . ,. ......... ._...

.... . ---•--·--•-.a--•-·-·--·--- -•••;1 -·-•---·-·•

Electrical

Keep in mind for Painting Time

~

Appliances aud Supplies
OJ First Quality

,,1
r,m

1

•

us-ma

Anchor Paint
WISDOM SELECTS IT
WEATHER SELECTS IT

THIRD Sf.

e

·ceo

DAYTON, OHIO

The Irvin, Jewel

t: Vinson Co.

17 East Third St.

Near Main

THE
Bernhard Bros.
'A.}
ForCup
John T. Barlow Co.
.u en d s Quality
Roasters of High-Grade Coffees.
Jobbers of Teas and Spices. You
cannot afford to pass us by when
in the market. Ask your grocer.

Wholesale

DRY GOODS
and NOTIONS

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshall Sts., Dayton, Ohio

Third and Sears Streets, Dayton, Ohio

•
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Cut Glass, Clocks
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
The store that gives highest values at lowest prices

CALL AND BE CONVINCED

F. G. MEY.ER

9 East Fifth Street

.......,.._._._..... ..... -..-.... . ... ....-............ . .... . .... ..........•-•··•-•··•-•··•··•..·..·..··..--............. . ....--.-•.
Say Boys
HOW ABOUT YOUR

Graduation Suit and Fixings
WE CAN PLEASE YOU, GIVE US A CALL

!
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QUALITY

SERVICE

..
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Seals
Badges
Stencils

1

The Dayton Stencil Works Co.
115 E. Second Street

Bell Phone Main 5364

DAYTON, OHIO

......_. .................. ·-•---·-...-·-·--•-•_....,_................................_.......
LOUIS RAUSCH

Bell Main 1429

Albert Pretzinger
Edw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS

Bread ~nd Fancy Cahes
112S-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building

1211 Xenia Avenue
Tdl ,,.. "Mo,," 70v

DAYTON, OHIO
ltfflJ

Ml 1111. HI Tu

s.,........

I

Home 4839

HOME PHONE 5666

The~Bakery

'

•

......_

HARRY SCHMITZ

½

!
i

RUBBER STAMPS
Metal Checks
Engraving

.

._................-.............................................. ··• ··• ··• ··•··• ··•··•··•··•··•·· ·•··•··•··•··•..•··•..···•..·..···•··•..···•··•··•··--•
This Magazine is Our Product

The J. C. Ely Printing Co.
205-207-209 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
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Grocery and Provision Co.

!

14 Home Stores in Dayton

!
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CIGARS

SOFT DRINKS
Home 3352

Sweeney's CJJelicafessen
THE HOME OF THE GOODIES

Open Sundays and Evenings

1215 South Brown Sts.

........ H . ............. .. . .. . ... . .. . ... .. . .. . .. . . . ,.. . - • ••• • . ,. . " • •"9' .. . .. . .. . ... ... .. . .. ............ . . .. . .. . ... ~ . ... .. . ,, . " .♦' • "" "• • •• • • . . .

,...,4'1.

COFFEE ROASTERS - IMPORTERS
MANUFACTURERS
TELEPHONES: PRIVATE EXCHANGE
ALL DEPARTMENTS

Superior 7970

373-405 West Erie Street
Chicago, Ill.

CORNER BROWN AND WOODLAND AvE.

T,11 1h11 "M,.,." :,,ot1 ..,..,

..

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

DRUGS
FILMS

. . ._ .

B. A. Railton Co.

South End Pharmacy
CIGARS-SODAS

.. .

ms

ad. ;,. TM Espon,nl

Clark's Barber Shop PHILIP PAUL
Electrical
Shoe Repairing

13
13 W. Fifth St.

NEATLY DONE

"The" place for the collete man

DAYTON, OHIO

1232 S. Brown St.

Dayton, Ohio

BALLtS CANDY
Is used by the S. M. C. 800
Get Good Shoes and You'll Be Safe
You can't save money on shoes, unless the shoes are good.
Even high prices on high quality would be better than low
prices on poor quality.
In Walk-Over Shoes you always get quality, plus dependable
leathers, service giving construction, solid comfort and good
styles.

KEHM'S

i

WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
39 S. Main Street

Established 1863

Bell Main 5536

Home Phone 454(

ALBERT A.VAUBEL
Furnaces
SLATE, IRON, TIN and COMPOSITION ROOFING
REPAIRS F'OR ALL MAKES OF FURNACES
SPOUTING and SHEET METAL WORK
Repairing of All Kinds a Specialty
242 Oak Street

Dayton, Ohio

A National is a force for good
It stops temptation.
It stops waste.
It stops mistakes.
It protects merchants.
It protects clerks.
It protects customers.
It saves time.
It saves money.
It saves ]abor.

A modern National is a business necessity
The National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio
Offices in all the principal cities of the world

Bell 888

Home 8828

Frank C. Clemens
Suc ce ssor to M c Dc rmo tl & C le mens

SANITARY
PLUMBING

A. C. Giambrone
WHOLESALE
FRUITS
Bel I Phone East 247l

Gas Fitting and Hot Water Heatin g
28 N orth Jefferson Street
Prompt Service-Estimate s Cheerfull y G iven

Brll 2632

Home 11573

C. C. Young's
Cleaning-Pressing
Repairing

Eo .

MERKLE, Mgr .

1217 S. Brown St.

112 COMM!< RCIAL STREET

South End
Haberdasher
E J S J'O ECKLEJ N

H igh C lass Line of

GENTS
FURNISHINGS
1078 S. Brown St.

T ell the "Ma"" you saw his ad. in The Ex(>onent

DAYTON, OHIO

VISIT OUR

New Display Roo01
Gibbons Arcade, West Third Street, was in
the past a gathering place for students to
replenish their stock of magazines and cigars.
A new attraction is offered the University
Student in the select display of electric desk
lamps and electric accessories.

A.M.J. Oibbons Electric Shop
Arcade Smokery

24-26 West Third St.

The Dayton Blue Print & Supply Co.
DRAWINC MATERIALS
Supplies for Architects, Artists, Engineers, Surveyors
Tee Squares, Angles, Protractors, Scales, Slide Rules
Waterproof Inks, Drawing Instruments
BELL MAIN 358, 357

36 S. Jefferson Street

DAYTON, OHIO

PATTERSON SIX
The Patterson 5 and 7 passenger cars are well designed.
Roominess and riding comfort are
assured by the large tonneau and the 58 inch semieliptic springs.
An ideal car for city use and touring.

MILLER MOTOR COMPANY
414 NORTH MAIN STREET

Bell Phone Main 6847

Have You Seen---That Blue Serge Suit
Special for $60.00, not ready-towear but all journeyman tailoring?

High Class Toggery
At low price value?

Sweaters
Of various kinds and designs that
appeal to the University Man?

Gentlemen's Jewelry
That match the toggery?
REPAIRING AND PRESSING
QUICKLY ATTENDED TO

Step in at

J. Y ASSALO\1SKY
The CollPge Boys' Friend
Home 2636

Bell Main 169

We re 'Chinning',,
about our clofhes
. again!
There are two ways ofchinnin
As this chap knows,
And hes sure folks will be'chinnin0//

0

That he chins in such good clothes_

CYeylody is cli111111f''
aCJOUt 0/..lr

flew Ya/I S111ts

V

alld OJ/Brcoats- ,See i/;e1n/

';;J/Jetropo/itaJ: e..
QucJiJ,J Corner

J. H. Margolis. Pres.

.J::"""1w~ 1'.aw:lh

Ohio•s Greatest Clothier.s

